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SUMMARY
Over the last decade, advances in networking and computing technologies, along
with new manufacturing techniques, have enabled a new paradigm shift towards multi-
agent systems in engineering applications. This shift has facilitated a significant interest in
the design and the control of such systems. Examples of multi-agent systems include, but
are not limited to, a swarm of mobile robots, wireless sensor networks, satellite constella-
tions, or a group of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
In a multi-agent system (MAS), the overall performance is greatly influenced by both
the design and the control of the agents. The physical design determines the agent ca-
pabilities, and the control strategies drive the agents to pursue their objectives using the
available capabilities. For example, in a multi-agent surveillance mission, the endurance
of an agent is the amount of time it can operate in the mission area without refueling. On
the other hand, an energy-aware control strategy enables the agents to efficiently use their
limited fuel when monitoring the surveillance area. In this respect, how frequently an agent
leaves the mission area for refueling (i.e. causing a degradation in the situational aware-
ness) depends on both the endurance of the agent and the energy efficiency of the control
strategy.
The objective of this thesis is to incorporate control strategies in the early conceptual
design of an MAS. As such, this thesis proposes an additional component introduced to a
generic design methodology of MAS, and it mainly explores the interdependency between
the design variables of the agents and the control strategies used by the agents. The pro-
posed methodology consists of two modules. In the control module, a set of candidate
control strategies is generated based on the mission specifications. In the design module,
the influential design variables are identified for each candidate strategy through a design
xiv
space exploration. Accordingly, the output of the proposed methodology, i.e. the inter-
dependency between the design variables and the control strategies, can be utilized in the
later design stages to optimize the overall system through some higher fidelity analyses.
In this thesis, the proposed methodology is applied to a persistent multi-UAV surveil-
lance problem. The main objective of this problem is to increase the situational awareness
of a base that receives some instantaneous monitoring information from a group of UAVs.
Each UAV has a limited energy capacity and a limited communication range. Accordingly,
the connectivity of the communication network becomes essential for the information flow
from the UAVs to the base. However, in long-run missions, the UAVs need to return to
the base for refueling/recharging with certain frequencies depending on their endurance.
Whenever a UAV leaves the surveillance area, the remaining UAVs may need relocation
to mitigate the impact of its absence. Accordingly, the proposed methodology is applied
to this problem as follows: In the control module of the proposed methodology, a set of
energy-aware control strategies are developed for efficient multi-UAV surveillance opera-
tions. To this end, this thesis first proposes a decentralized strategy to recover the connec-
tivity of the communication network, which maintains the instantaneous information flow
from the UAVs to the base. Second, it presents two return policies for UAVs to achieve
energy-aware persistent surveillance. In the design module of the proposed methodology,
a design space exploration is performed to investigate the overall performance by varying
a set of design variables and the candidate control strategies developed in the control mod-
ule. Overall, it is shown that a control strategy used by an MAS affects the influence of the
design variables (i.e. physical characteristics) on the mission performance. Furthermore,
the proposed methodology identifies the preferable pairs of design variables and control




Over the last decade, advances in networking and computing technologies, along with new
manufacturing techniques, have enabled a new paradigm shift towards multi-agent systems
in engineering applications. This shift has facilitated a significant interest in the design and
the control of such systems. Accordingly, the focus of this thesis is on the design and the
control of multi-agent surveillance systems for efficient operations.
This chapter starts with introducing the terminology used throughout the thesis. Then,
the next section depicts the motivation for multi-agent surveillance systems by giving ex-
amples from the literature. After that, the research questions of this thesis are introduced,
and finally the last section presents the organization of this thesis.
1.1 Terminology
A multi-agent system (MAS) consists of a set of individuals called agents, each of which
can be a robot, an aircraft, or a living organism, to name a few. Examples of MAS include,
but are not limited to, ecosystems (e.g. [20, 31]), power grids (e.g. [44, 97]), air traffic
management (e.g. [125, 132]), a swarm of mobile robots (e.g. [46, 135]), wireless sensor
networks (e.g. [4, 6]), satellite constellations (e.g. [60, 114]), or a group of unmanned air
vehicles (UAVs) (e.g. [18, 119]).
In an MAS, each agent works individually and interacts with only a subset of agents.
Interaction among agents typically refers to communication between them. Accordingly,
agents can achieve collective objectives by operating individually and communicating with
each other. For example, some collective objectives in an MAS can be formation, coverage,
or patrolling (e.g. [36, 54, 82]).
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The research on MAS is an emerging area, and some major disciplines in this field
are analysis, design, and control. In analysis, the main goal is to understand the nature
of complex systems (e.g. [39, 78]). In design, it is aimed to provide principles for de-
signing complex system-of-systems (e.g. [64, 96]). In control, the main goal is to develop
distributed control algorithms for achieving collaborative objectives such as formation, ex-
ploration, or task allocation (e.g. [34, 59]). This thesis mainly focuses on the design and
the control of multi-agent systems.
In an MAS, each agent can be represented by a set of design variables. A design vari-
able of an agent in this thesis refers to a quantitative parameter that represents a system
capability. For an agent representing a UAV, some examples of design variables are speed,
endurance, or communication range. Thus, any variation in the design variables will po-
tentially affect the mission performance. As such, a strategic decision-making for the set of
design variables is essential to result in efficient agent operations. In this thesis, the design
of an MAS pertains to the identification of the influential design variables on the mission
performance.
In an MAS, an agent takes actions to pursue its objectives, and an agent can control
its action selection by following some rules or policies. A set of rules denotes to a control
strategy, which guides an agent to select the best set of actions to result in a desired perfor-
mance. Assume that an agent represents a UAV patrolling a border (i.e. a line from point A
to point B). Some examples of agent actions can be “turn right”, “turn left”, or “fly until a
point”. For a particular agent, an example rule can be “for any initial coordinate, turn right
and fly until reaching point B”. Furthermore, an example of a control strategy for an agent
can be the set of following rules:
- “for any initial coordinate, turn right and fly until reaching point B”,
- “if point B is reached, turn left and fly until point A”,
- “if point A is reached, turn right and fly until point B”.
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Consequently, an agent utilizing the aforementioned control strategy travels between
the points A and B continuously. In this thesis, the control of an MAS refers to designing
efficient control strategies for agents to result in desired mission performance. Hence, the
design of an MAS and the control of an MAS throughout this document will imply the
following:
- Design of an MAS: Identifying the influential design variables of agents on the mission
outcome.
- Control of an MAS: Developing effective control strategies for agents to achieve a de-
sired mission objective.
1.2 Motivation
In complex missions, a multi-agent system offers some distinct advantages over a single
agent system such as parallelism, robustness, scalability, simpler programming, geographic
distribution, and cost effectiveness [120]. In particular, the advantages of MAS such as par-
allelism, robustness, and geographic distribution make it a good candidate for reconnais-
sance and surveillance missions, whose goal is to obtain information about the activities or
the resources in a particular area by using various detection techniques.
In reconnaissance and surveillance missions, unmanned vehicles are also in high de-
mand due to the presence of dangerous, dirty, or dull operations. Here, “dangerous” refers
to threats posed by suppression of enemy defense, “dirty” corresponds to areas that may
be contaminated, and “dull” implies prolonged surveillance or sentry duty (e.g. [40]). As a
result, a group of unmanned vehicles is a promising multi-agent system for reconnaissance
and surveillance operations.
The physical design of agents plays an important role in achieving a desired surveil-
lance performance. For instance, consider a group of UAVs monitoring some target points
over a field. Some influential physical design variables on the situational awareness are
the endurance and the velocity of each UAV. The endurance is the overall time a UAV can
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remain at the surveillance area without refueling or recharging. Accordingly, it limits the
longest time the situational awareness can be maintained. The velocity of each UAV deter-
mines the time required to travel from one point to another on the surveillance area. On top
of these, the number of UAVs is also a critical design variable for the overall MAS, which
determines the maximum area that can be monitored during a mission. In other words, it
bounds the maximum amount of information that can be gathered from monitoring.
Optimizing such design variables helps to obtain an efficient multi-agent surveillance
system; however, only designing for the physical aspects of the systems is not sufficient
to ensure a desired performance. The control strategies utilized by the agents also play an
important role in the overall performance. For example, if a UAV leaves the surveillance
area for refueling, an efficient control strategy is expected to relocate the remaining UAVs
to compensate for the absence of the refueling UAV. Accordingly, utilizing such a reactive
strategy may relax the design variables of UAVs (e.g. high velocity short endurance vehi-
cles can be preferable over long endurance vehicles if a reactive control strategy is utilized).
Hence, the control strategies must be considered as an integral part of the design process.
1.3 Multi-Agent Surveillance
Surveillance is the monitoring of activities and changing information on an area to provide
situational awareness. For large surveillance areas, a promising multi-agent system candi-
date is a group of unmanned aerial vehicles that can fly over the regions of interest. In a
multi-UAV system, one critical aspect pertains to the design of UAVs, which determines
the vehicle capabilities by optimizing the parameters regarding the weight, the propulsion
system performance, or the aerodynamics characteristics. Accordingly, the overall system
capabilities can determine the answers of the following questions:
- How long can a multi-UAV system operate in a mission area?
- How fast can a multi-UAV system travel over the surveillance area?
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- How well can a multi-UAV system acquire information about the regions of interest?
- Is it possible for a UAV to share the monitoring information with the other UAVs?
It is desirable to design a multi-UAV system that can achieve all desired capabilities.
However, system design typically involves many compromises that result in some decision-
making regarding the system specifications. For instance, increasing the fuel capacity of a
UAV results in a longer duration of time it can remain above the surveillance area. Nonethe-
less, it also causes an increase in the total weight, which potentially requires a more pow-
erful propulsion system. Accordingly, one major goal becomes to make a set of strategic
decisions that maximize the system capabilities in accordance with the design compro-
mises. In order to support a strategic decision-making, it is crucial to understand the design
trade-offs in a multi-UAV system.
In addition to the influential design variables of UAVs on the mission performance, an-
other critical aspect for multi-UAV surveillance pertains to the control strategies utilized
by the UAVs. As depicted before, a control strategy results in the selection of the best set
of actions that will drive UAVs to move efficiently above the surveillance area. Conse-
quently, efficiently moving UAVs results in trajectories that increase situational awareness
by visiting the regions of interest with the desired frequency. Some motivating questions to
develop control strategies are as follows:
- How can the trajectories of UAVs be designed to maximize situational awareness?
- How can UAVs perform autonomous operations in the surveillance area?
This section continues to elaborate the essential design variables and the main aspects
on the development of the control strategies for efficient multi-agent surveillance.
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1.3.1 Essential Design Variables for Efficient Multi-Agent Surveillance
A surveillance mission usually requires monitoring for long periods of time. For instance,
an unfortunate event happened on March 8, 2014, when the Malaysian Airlines Flight 370
disappeared in the southern Indian ocean, and a search of 4,638,670 square kilometers of
ocean was conducted by 29 civilian and military aircraft and 14 ships [88]. Even in the
third month of the search, no wreckage information has been identified. A major issue
encountered in such long endurance missions pertains to the limited fuel/energy capacity
of the vehicles, which causes frequent returns to the base for refueling/recharging. One
way to reduce the frequency of returns to the base is enhancing vehicle endurance, i.e the
maximum length of time an aircraft can continuously fly. The equations for the vehicle
endurance differ for jet-driven (e.g. [21]), propeller-driven (e.g. [22]), and battery-powered
aircraft (e.g. [124]). Moreover, different equations exist for different flight conditions for
a given class of aircraft. In the following two sections, some commonly used endurance
equations in UAV performance calculations will be discussed.
In addition to the endurance, some other essential design variables are the velocity and
the communication capability of UAVs. In long-run missions, leaving surveillance area
for refueling (or recharging) is essential for finite fuel (or energy) capacity vehicles. Thus,
having high velocity is crucial to minimize the time required for traveling between the base
and the surveillance area. However, it is not possible to increase velocity without com-
promising from other vehicle capabilities. Moreover, the communication capability of a
UAV determines the way it shares monitoring information with the base. Due to the lim-
ited communication ranges of UAVs, it may not be always feasible to share instantaneous
information with the base from any point on the surveillance area. Hence, the aspects re-
garding the velocity and the communication capability of a UAV are also discussed along
this section.
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1.3.1.1 Endurance of jet aircraft
A commonly used endurance equation for jet-driven aircraft with fixed altitude, fixed throt-












where T SFC denotes the thrust specific fuel consumption (i.e. propulsion system per-
formance), L/D is the lift-to-drag ratio (i.e. aerodynamic performance), W0 is the initial
weight and W1 is the final weight of the aircraft. As such, any change in the propulsion
system, in the geometry, or in the fuel capacity greatly affect the endurance of a system.
One intuitive solution to obtain longer endurance is increasing the overall fuel capacity of
an aircraft. However, an increase in the weight will require a redesign of the vehicle.
Another solution to increase endurance pertains to the fuel management of a vehi-
cle such that the operations requiring lower fuel consumption can be preferred during a
mission. For instance, an aircraft has two major flight phases, namely cruise and loi-
ter phases. It can be theoretically shown that an aircraft loiters optimally at its speed
for the maximum L/D, whereas it cruises optimally at a higher speed [102]. Thus, the
change in speed from cruise to loiter changes the aircraft lift-to-drag ratio. An approx-
imation method is proposed in [103], where the lift-to-drag ratios for cruise and loiter
are related as (L/D)cruise = 0.866(L/D)loiter. As such, the cruise endurance of a partic-
ular aircraft (Ecruise) becomes less than its loiter endurance (Eloiter) due to the fact that
(L/D)cruise < (L/D)loiter. Moreover, based on the proposed L/D relationship in [103], the
approximation results for range and loiter endurance are compared with the real data as
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Comparing the approximation method in [103] for cruise range and loiter en-
durance with the operational data for several aircraft.
In Figure 1, the range of an aircraft is related with its loiter endurance for various speeds
shown as dashed lines. Accordingly, any point on a dashed line represents an aircraft with
a corresponding cruise speed. For any point on this plot, the y-coordinate indicates the
maximum possible range of the aircraft whereas the x-coordinate shows the maximum
possible loiter endurance of the aircraft. Most of the points on the dashed line of Figure 1
correspond to a shorter cruise endurance than the loiter endurance. For instance, consider
the point corresponding to 30 hours loiter time on the 200 kt dashed line. This point in
Figure 1 represents an aircraft having a speed of 200 kt, a loiter endurance of 30 hours, and
the cruise range of 5000 nmi. Based on this data, the cruise endurance can be approximated
as 25 hours (i.e. Range/Speed), which is less than the loiter endurance. Such a result
suggests that the difference between the cruise and loiter endurance is due to the fact that
the fuel consumption in cruise is slightly higher than the fuel consumption at loiter (i.e.
the aircraft is subjected to more drag in cruise, which can be overcome by generating more
thrust). Supporting this conclusion, the actual data of the Hunter RQ-5A UAV indicates that
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the fuel consumption rates of this UAV for cruise and loiter are 4.2 gal/hr and 3.5 gal/hr,
respectively [58]. Without loss of generality, loiter can be interpreted as a more efficient
flight phase than cruise.
1.3.1.2 Endurance of battery-powered aircraft
Jet-driven UAVs such as Global Hawk and Predator are generally large, heavy, and expen-
sive (e.g. [56]). Recently, there is a huge interest in designing smaller and cheaper UAVs
powered by batteries. A battery-powered aircraft mainly differs from a jet aircraft by main-
taining a constant weight during its operation. The overall endurance equation of such









where E is the endurance in hours, Rt is the battery hour rating (in hours), n is a discharge
parameter dependent on the battery type, µtot denotes the total efficiency of the propulsion
system, V is volts, and C is the battery capacity in ampere hours. Moreover, in (2), ρ is
the air density, U is the flight velocity, S is the reference area, cD0 is the zero lift drag
coefficient, W is the weight of the aircraft, and k denotes an aerodynamic parameter related
to the drag polar.
Based on (2), the endurance of an aircraft can be increased by mainly three ways.
Minimizing the losses in the propulsion system improves the total efficiency (i.e. µtot) of
the system, which increases the numerator of (2). On the other hand, the denominator of
(2) can be decreased by slower flight velocity (due to the third order of U) or lighter weight
(due to the second order of W ). However, slow flight velocity may not be practical for UAV
operations due to causing long amount of time to travel from one point to another. On the
other hand, light weight limits the payload capacity that impacts the sensors and cameras
that can be carried by the aircraft.
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1.3.1.3 Velocity limitations in a surveillance mission
High velocity vehicles are desired in most missions (including surveillance) due to provid-
ing quick transition from one coordinate to another. However, high values of velocity bring
other considerations into the other vehicle capabilities. For instance, if a UAV increases
its speed, it is subjected to more drag, which causes a reduction in the L/D ratio. Thus,
the endurance of a UAV gets shorter as it operates at higher speeds. Furthermore, the ca-
pabilities of the onboard sensors also result in another limitation in the maximum velocity.
The data acquisition of the onboard sensors may not necessarily be the same at any speed.
Generally, better quality information (e.g. image or video) can be obtained by UAVs flying
at slower speeds. Consequently, slow velocity is desirable in UAV surveillance as long as
it does not hinder the quick response capability during monitoring.
1.3.1.4 Communication capability of an aircraft
As a UAV gathers some information, it needs a way to share this information with the base
(or the ground station). One way for a UAV to share the monitoring information is via
recording the data in on-board units. Accordingly, the monitoring information becomes
reachable whenever a UAV returns to the base. Note that the surveillance data can be
time-critical in some cases, and sharing the information instantly becomes more desirable
in such cases. To this end, a UAV needs to communicate with the base during its opera-
tion. Communication among UAVs and the base can be via single- or multi-hop. Single-
hop communication implies that a UAV can communicate directly with the base. In other
words, its communication range should be longer than its distance to the base. Nonetheless,
if the UAV is far from the base, then the single-hop communication may not be always fea-
sible and reliable due to adverse weather effects, jamming attacks, or service delays [110].
Alternatively, a UAV can communicate with the base through multi-hop communication,
which implies that the communication range of the UAV is shorter than its distance to the
base. In this case, information can propagate through a sequence of messages forwarded
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among the UAVs and the base.
1.3.2 Control Strategies for Efficient Multi-Agent Surveillance
One way to achieve surveillance is to patrol over a field. Patrolling is defined as “the act
of walking or traveling around an area, at regular intervals, in order to protect or supervise
it” [3]. A major objective in patrolling problems is to schedule the trajectories of agents
to optimize a certain performance criteria. One of the most frequently used criteria is
minimizing the age, i.e. the time lag between any two visits of the same region [76].
In general, three major strategies exist in the literature for designing the agent move-
ments during patrolling. Cyclic-based strategies (e.g. [35,48,57]) rely on creating a closed-
route through the viewpoints of the desired region, and agents travel repeatedly such route
at maximum speed. Randomized strategies (e.g. [48, 72, 76]) are based on random move-
ments of agents in a desired region, and the nature of randomization results in almost uni-
form distribution of visits to each viewpoint in the desired region within a given sufficient
time. Partition-based strategies (e.g. [35, 48, 94]) rely on space decomposition such that a
desired region is divided into sub-areas, and each agent is assigned to one of the partitioned
areas.
The aforementioned strategies exhibit various advantages and disadvantages under dif-
ferent scenario assumptions and objectives. For example, the authors of [35] compare
cyclic-based and partition-based strategies. They show that the cyclic-based strategies per-
form better whenever the ratio of the longest to the shortest distance of any two neighboring
viewpoints is small, while the partition-based strategies exhibit better, otherwise. Another
survey, [9], offers an empirical comparison between different approaches of patrolling with
regards to the idleness criteria, which is defined as the amount of time elapsed since a
particular region was visited by an agent. The authors of [9] observed that cycle-based



















(c) A partition-based strategy.
Figure 2: Four UAVs employing different patrolling strategies a surveillance area.
For maximizing the coverage during multi-agent patrolling, the authors of [57] address
robustness and efficiency issues in a family of algorithms based on spanning-tree coverage
of approximate cell decomposition, and they propose an algorithm generating a closed
route for the agents to travel on continuously. Similarly, [48] is also based on the idea
of Spanning-Tree Patrolling (STP) such that a Hamiltonian cycle is generated, and some
robots are placed in equidistant positions to pursue traveling. In this work, the authors
show that their proposed algorithm guarantees the maximal uniform frequency such that
each point in the target area is visited at the same optimal frequency.
The design of an agent trajectory can also rely on the use of pheromone traces to mark
the visited regions. In this manner, (virtual) pheromone traces can act as potential fields
to guide each agent towards areas that have not been visited for a long time (e.g. [53]).
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Note that when the global representation of an environment is unavailable and there exist
severe communication constraints, these techniques can be effective; however, they do not
explicitly deal with the optimal patrolling trajectories.
Multi-agent patrolling can also be achieved in a decentralized fashion, where the agents
have limited sensing and communication capabilities. For this, the authors of [77] introduce
a fully decentralized patrolling algorithm for perimeter patrol by using a behavior-based
approach and creating a Finite State Automata for the proper action selection. On the
other hand, the authors of [63] study a cooperative surveillance problem and introduce a
decentralized solution that can handle the perimeter growth and the insertion/deletion of
some agents. Their proposed solution is based on perimeters represented as a line, and they
claim that an arbitrary connected perimeter can be reduced to a linear perimeter. Finally,
a very recent study, [94], focuses on optimizing the time gap between any two visits to
the same region (i.e. age), and the time necessary to inform every agent about an event
occurred in the environment (referred to as latency). In this study, the authors also study
the computational complexity of the patrolling problem as a function of the environment
topology.
1.4 Primary Research Questions
This thesis addresses how to consider control strategies in the early design stages of multi-
agent surveillance systems. As discussed, the performance of an MAS is greatly influenced
by the physical design variables of the agents and the control strategies utilized by them.
For any given system, the physical design variables indicate the capabilities of each agent.
On the other hand, the control strategies guide agents to achieve a task with the given
capabilities.
In a design space of a vehicle (e.g. UAV), there are typically some physical constraints
limiting the feasible space. For instance, consider a two dimensional design space depicting
the endurance and the velocity of an aircraft. Due to the inverse relationship between
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the endurance and the velocity, e.g. (1) or (2), the feasible design space is illustrated in
Figure 3a by the filled green region. Note that any point on the feasible space corresponds
to a vehicle with a particular pair of an endurance and a velocity. Generally, there might
exist some control strategies such that none of the vehicles in the design space accomplish
the mission by using one of them. Let CS1 denote such an inefficient control strategy. Then
the feasible space disappears as illustrated in Figure 3b due to the mission failure caused
by CS1. Similarly, let CS2 denote to a control strategy, which is a more efficient strategy
than CS1. Then, some points on the design space may fail and some others can accomplish
the mission by using CS2. Accordingly, the design space may reduce as in Figure 3c.
Consequently, the first research question of this thesis is as follows:
Research Question 1. Can a control strategy influence the selection of the physical design
variables to result in a desired MAS performance?
In an MAS, the overall performance can be improved by concurrently considering the
design variables of the agents and the control strategies used by the agents. Due to the po-
tential impact of the control strategies on the mission accomplishment, it is likely to observe
some interdependency between the design variables and the control strategies. However,
such interdependency may not be easily identified in the early design stages due to the lim-
ited knowledge about the design variables of the agents. Accordingly, the second research
question of this thesis is as follows:
Research Question 2. How is it possible to explore the interdependency between the con-
















(c) Feasible space shrinks by using CS2.
Figure 3: The potential impact of a control strategy on the design space of an agent.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents a survey of the literature pertaining to the design and the control of
multi-agent systems. In the design literature survey, more emphasis is put on the design of
aerospace system and system-of-systems. In the control literature survey, first a brief review
of centralized and decentralized control is presented. Then, two major topics are discussed,
namely the control strategies for multi-agent surveillance and the control strategies for the
recovery of network connectivity.
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Chapter 3 introduces the main methodology proposed in this thesis. The chapter starts
with an overview of a generic design methodology. Then some observations are presented
for the control consideration in the generic design methodology. Based on that, the primary
hypothesis of this thesis is constructed. Later, the methodology and its design and control
modules are detailed throughout the chapter.
Chapter 4 introduces the multi-agent persistent surveillance problem, which is used to
apply the proposed methodology. In the considered problem, there exist a group of UAVs,
each of which has limited energy and communication capability. The main objective in
the problem is to increase situational awareness of a base, which can receive instantaneous
monitoring information from the UAVs. Accordingly, this chapter details the scenario as-
sumptions as well as the overall objective of the problem.
Chapter 5 presents a decentralized connectivity maintenance strategy that is contained
in the control module of the proposed methodology. The proposed connectivity mainte-
nance scheme, called the Message Passing Strategy (MPS), is applicable to any initially
connected networked system. The MPS is based on a sequence of replacements, each
of which occurs between an agent and one of its immediate neighbors. Accordingly, the
replacements always end with the relocation of an agent, whose removal from its previ-
ous position does not cause a disconnection. It has been shown that such an agent can be
reached by a decision mechanism utilizing only some local information available in agents’
immediate neighborhoods. Furthermore, in order to improve the optimality (i.e. minimum
number of replacements) of MPS, a derivative strategy is proposed by incorporating the
criticality of an agent in its local neighborhood. In this chapter, the proposed strategies are
demonstrated through some simulations.
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Chapter 6 presents an improved version of the MPS, which is more applicable to per-
sistent surveillance missions. Accordingly, the proposed strategy incorporates an agent
constraint that causes the agent not to move from its location other than a removal. Such
a constraint represents an agent that directly communicates with the base. In this respect,
this chapter introduces a decentralized strategy, named the constrained MPS, that is similar
to the MPS by recovering connectivity through a sequence of replacements. The proposed
strategy differs from the MPS by resulting in a sequence of replacements without violat-
ing the agent constraints. Consequently, the constrained MPS is applicable for multi-agent
surveillance systems tham maintain connectivity with the base all the time. In this chapter,
some simulations are conducted to compare the resulting network topologies via the MPS
and the constrained MPS.
Chapter 7 discusses the importance of energy-aware strategies in persistent surveil-
lance, and it presents some centralized and decentralized strategies (i.e, part of the control
module of the proposed methodology). As a centralized solution, an approximate dynamic
programming formulation is presented. As a decentralized solution, some locally appli-
cable rules are introduced for agents to be assigned with monitoring locations, to decide
when to recharge, and to relocate on the surveillance area. Finally, the depicted approaches
are compared with each other through simulations.
Chapter 8 presents a design space exploration for multi-agent surveillance systems,
which is contained in the design module of the proposed methodology. Mainly, a Design
of Experiments study and Monte Carlo simulations are used to investigate the influence of
the design variables and the control strategies on the mission performance. In this chap-
ter, two scenarios are considered to conduct some experiments, and in each scenario an
agent represents a notional Raven RQ-11B. In the first scenario, the number of agents is
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assumed to be equal to the number of monitoring zones, whereas the second scenario con-
siders less agents than the number of zones. Finally, the results of these experiments show
that there exist some interdependency between the design variables of the agents and the
control strategies used in an MAS, and the proposed methodology can explore such inter-
dependency in the early design stages.





In a multi-agent system, the overall performance depends on the design and the control of
agents. Therefore, this chapter presents a survey of the literature pertaining to the design
methodologies and the control strategies for an MAS in the following four sections. Since
this thesis particularly focuses on aerospace applications, the first section of this chapter
describes the existing studies in the literature for the design of the aerospace systems. While
the general design methodology is discussed for single vehicle design, the state of the art
design techniques are introduced for system-of-systems.
The second section of this chapter is on the control strategies for the agents. Mainly,
centralized and decentralized strategies are discussed with respect to their advantages and
disadvantages. Following that, the third section of this chapter is on the existing con-
trol strategies that enable efficient multi-agent surveillance. In addition to the patrolling
strategies discussed previously, this section also presents some studies related to the refuel
schedules for the agents in long endurance missions.
Finally, the last section of this chapter discusses the existing control strategies for the
recovery of network connectivity. Note that after an agent leaves the surveillance area
for some reason (e.g. refueling/recharging), there is no guarantee that the communication
network will maintain its connectivity. In case of a disconnection, some of the other agents
may not send information back to the base although they keep monitoring some regions of
interest. As such, the overall situational awareness degrades significantly, if connectivity is
not recovered. This section presents a survey of literature from various disciplines, which
focus on the connectivity maintenance problem in networked systems.
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2.1 Design of Aerospace Systems
2.1.1 Single Vehicle Design
In aerospace system design, the primary focus has mostly been on individual vehicle de-
signs to improve the performance- and economics-related specifications by using available
technologies of the time. Starting in the 1990s, the general availability of Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) and satellite communications have enabled UAVs to operate out to
great ranges with positional accuracy. In this manner, the medium- and long-range systems
have been developed as medium altitude long endurance (MALE) and high altitude long
endurance (HALE) systems. Some examples to such vehicles are the General Atomics
Gnat, the Predator MALE, and the Northrop-Grumman Global Hawk HALE unmanned
aerial systems. Furthermore, some specifications of the different types of unmanned aerial
vehicles are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1: Specifications of some UAVs that are currently in operation (Reproduced from
[95])
Group UAV Name Length x Wingspan Maximum Payload Range Altitude Endurance
(m2) (kg) (km) (km) (hr)
Micro
AirRobot AR100B 1.0×1.0 0.2 0.5-1.4 0.9 0.2-0.5
Draganflyer X6 0.9×0.9 0.5 0.5 2.4 0.2-0.3
Small
AeroVironment Raven 1.1×1.3 0.2 10.0 4.6 1.3
AAI Shadow 600 4.8×6.8 41.3 200 4.9 12-14
MALE
TAI Anka 10.1×17.3 441 200 9.1 24
IAI Heron I 8.5×16.6 550 300 9.1 20-45
HALE
General Atomics Reaper 11.0×20.1 386-1361 5926 15.3 30
Northrop Grumman Global Hawk 14.5×39.9 1361 22772 18.3 36
As the technology develops and the new operational capabilities are desired, an individ-
ual vehicle also evolves through time. Figure 4 illustrates the specifications of the different
versions of the Predator (i.e. A, B, and C), which has possibly evolved based on the ad-
vances in technology (e.g. the trend going from piston to jet engines). Moreover, elevating
the former MALE system to a HALE system as the Predator C was relied on the possible
competition with the Global Hawk system [13]. As it is seen, the design specifications of
an aerospace system is greatly affected by infusing available technologies and competing
with the alternative designs.
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Figure 4: Predator evolution [13].
In general, the life-cycle design stages of an aircraft mainly include conceptual design,
preliminary design, detail design, production, and operation. Specifically, the conceptual
design identifies the general layout of the vehicle through some low fidelity analysis. The
preliminary design makes only minor changes to the configuration (generated in the con-
ceptual design) and investigates the performance of the selected concept through high fi-
delity analysis. In the detail design, all performance computations are completed, and the
main focus is on the precise design of any vehicle part for manufacturing.
As an aircraft concept progresses through the design stages, the variation of the design
knowledge, the design freedom, and the cost committed vary as in Figure 5. As it is seen,
the design freedom (referred to as ease of change) rapidly reduces, while the knowledge
about the design slowly increases and the cost commitment is locked at early stages. This
implies that the decisions made for the design variables during the early stages are crucial
to be able to proceed the program. Therefore, bringing more information to the early stages























Figure 5: Life-cycle design stages (Reproduced from [51]).
The early design stages refer to the conceptual design of an aircraft. A classical ap-
proach for the conceptual design phase corresponds to a sequential process as illustrated
in Figure 6 [11]. During this process, first the requirement analysis is performed. In gen-
eral, expert opinion is one of the most commonly used guidelines to determine the design
requirements of a system. To this end, a systems engineering approach, which employs
quality engineering tools such as the Quality Function Deployment [104], enables the elic-
itation and rank ordering of customer needs to understand system requirements. Note that
an expert opinion approach is a subjective technique to obtain the set of requirements. After
the requirement analysis, an iterative low fidelity analysis is conducted to identify an initial
design concept. Based on the selected concept, a deeper investigation is conducted in the
following design stages through detailed disciplinary analyses. Accordingly, the results of
the high fidelity analyses determine either the termination of the design project or the pos-
sibility for manufacturing the concept. Consequently, in the presence of such a sequential
design process, obtaining a desired end-product strongly depends on the initial decisions
made at the early design stages.
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Figure 6: The seven intellectual pivot points for conceptual design (Reproduced from [11]).
The lack of design flexibility at the late design stages and the dependence of the end-
product to a subjectively generated requirements have created new research areas in the
design literature. In particular, modern design techniques have received a great amount of
interest, which can bring more disciplinary information back to the early design phases.
Accordingly, experimental design is introduced in various studies that enable design space
exploration via statistical methods (e.g. [52,117,118,131]). For instance, the authors of [80]
proposed a framework called Unified Trade-Off Environment that analyzes design require-
ments, design and economic variables, potential technologies simultaneously. Moreover,
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the authors of [81] introduced a methodology for technology identification, evaluation, and
selection (TIES), where a design space exploration is conducted in addition to investigating
the effects of technologies on the design.
2.1.2 System-of-Systems Design
As the system-of-systems (SoS) paradigm has revealed, new design methodologies are
being studied to enable the design space exploration of such complex systems. Note that
the combination of individually designed and optimized vehicles may not guarantee an
optimal SoS due to the potential combined effect of multiple systems working together.
Therefore, the traditional design techniques are seen insufficient to address the issues of
networking, and new approaches are developed to identify the system requirements of SoS.
An SoS problem exhibits distinct differences when compared with a single system prob-
lem. The characteristics of an SoS problem are identified by the authors of [42] as the
system type, the control of systems, and the connectivity of systems. First of all, the design
of an SoS requires analysis methods that are appropriate to the type of entities constituting
the system of systems. Second, it is crucial to determine the degree of control over the
entities by an authority or the autonomy granted to the entities. Finally, entities of a system
of systems are interrelated and communicate with other (likely a subset of) entities in the
SoS. Note that the interaction among the systems of an SoS leads to an emergent behavior
that may not be predictable from the systems characteristics. For instance, the emergence
is defined in [41] as follows:
“A system exhibits emergence when there are coherent emergents at the macro-level
that dynamically arise from the interactions between the parts at the micro-level.
Such emergents are novel with respect to the individual parts of the system.”
As a result, the design of an SoS should capture the effects of control and connectivity of
systems as opposed to the design of a single system.
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In an SoS problem, a commonly used modeling technique is agent-based modeling
(e.g. [68, 70, 71, 75]). Accordingly, each individual system of SoS is represented as an
agent interacting with its environment. A typical agent can be represented with respect
to its attributes, behavioral rules, memory, resources, decision making sophistication, and
rules to modify behavioral rules [75]. Accordingly, a simulation environment is created
for the agents and their interactions with each other. Agent-based modeling can be used
to bring operational outcomes (emergent behavior) into the design of agents. Accordingly,
a particular emergent behavior can be avoided or promoted by a proper selection of the
design variables based on the simulation results. Using agent-based modeling in SoS de-
sign is used in various aerospace design studies. For instance, the authors of [96] propose
an agent-based approach for conceptual design exploration of a fleet of UAVs to form a
private package delivery enterprise. As such, they show the trade-offs among vehicle, net-
work, and economic parameters, and they explore design space to evaluate feasible designs
through simulations. A similar kind of agent-based approach is adopted in [69] to identify
the design requirements of personal air vehicle systems. In a later study, [101], the mis-
sion effectiveness of multiple UAVs in reconnaissance and surveillance missions is studied
through a stochastic agent-based analysis, and the Monte Carlo simulations provide insight
into the effective set of design variables for desired aircraft performance.
Alternatively, the authors of [64] introduce a different approach that creates abstractions
for roles, responsibilities, services, and goals. In this manner, their proposed methodology
differs from the object-oriented methodologies by focusing on the end-point that is to be
reached rather than the types of behaviors that will lead to the end-point. Finally, another
way to identify SoS alternatives is studied in [55] with an architecture-based approach
that uses the Department of Defense Architecture Framework (DoDAF). In this manner,
alternative designs are generated by modifying the baseline products, and they are checked
for feasibility and consistency with the entire system architecture.
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2.2 Control Strategies for Multi-Agent Systems
An MAS consists of a group of distributed agents, each of which operates individually. In
such systems, the global or local information can be used in the action selection, which dif-
fers the type of the control. Global information typically refers to the states of all the agents
and any data at the overall environment. On the other hand, local information corresponds
to the states of a subset of the agents and some data at a limited part of the environment. In
order to achieve a desired MAS performance, each agent uses global or local information
to take necessary actions. Accordingly, the control of an MAS can be in a centralized or a
decentralized fashion.
2.2.1 Centralized Control
Centralized control generally refers to the presence of a central authority that controls all
agents based on the available global information. In other words, the central authority ac-
tively supervises the agents during a mission. Due to requiring the global information of
an MAS, centralized control is typically common in small scale systems. There are several
advantages of centralized control. Since centralized control takes into account the states of
all agents as well as their possible interactions among each other, it is possible to optimally
control the agents to accomplish desired tasks. Moreover, centralized control can adapt to
the changes in the agents and their interactions due to globally observing the overall sys-
tem. However, as the number of agents increases or the state-space gets larger, centralized
control becomes intractable and inefficient from computation perspective. Furthermore, a
centralized control is not robust to the possible failures. In particular, if a failure happens
in the central authority, the control over the overall systems is lost. Eventually, the absence
of a central authority almost always causes the loss of MAS capabilities.
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2.2.2 Decentralized Control
Decentralized control refers to the distributed local controls that determines the individual
agent actions based on some available local information. An overview of decentralized
control is presented in [15]. In decentralized control, communication is a key concept.
Since each agent is controlled separately, their emergent behavior can satisfy a desired per-
formance if agents interact with each other. As long as the coordination is realized among
the agents and efficient rules are designed to determine local agent actions, decentralized
control achieves a desired performance by using only some local information. Therefore,
decentralized control can be applicable to large scale systems as opposed to centralized
control. One major issue with decentralized control is the challenge of developing efficient
rules for local agent actions. In some cases, it may become difficult to result in optimal
actions by using some local partial information.
2.3 Control Strategies for Multi-Agent Surveillance
In surveillance missions, a cost effective and safe option to gather information about an
area is to send some mobile agents (i.e. unmanned vehicles) to the field and to receive
information monitored by them. In an ideal case, if
- a sufficient number of agents are sent to the field to cover the overall area,
- each agent can instantly send information back to the base, and
- each agent has endurance equal to the overall mission endurance,
the base gathers the maximum amount of information about the field. In other words,
situational awareness is maximized. However, the aforementioned three specifications may
not be simultaneously realizable in most of the scenarios. For instance, it may not be always
possible to use a sufficient number of agents to cover the overall region. As such, the agents
may need to patrol the regions of interest. Alternatively, the agents may not necessarily
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have endurance that is equal to the mission endurance. Therefore, they may need to return
to the base for refueling/recharging, which causes a degradation in situational awareness.
In persistent multi-agent surveillance problems, a major problem regarding the control
of agents is on designing agent policies resulting in efficient monitoring. In the literature,
this problem has been widely studied from various perspectives. For instance, one ap-
proach to achieve persistent surveillance is via randomized strategies. The authors of [123]
consider a continuous coverage sweep problem, where the agents continually move over a
region according to a Markov chain. Alternatively, the authors of [53] propose a strategy
that uses virtual pheromones to act as potential fields. In that way, the agents are guided
towards the areas that have not visited for a long time.
Another approach widely used to solve persistent surveillance problem is via a combi-
natorial optimization formulation. In general, the objective of the optimization problem is
to minimize the time gap between the consecutive visits of a particular point. For instance,
the authors of [129] and [121] solve a vehicle routing problem, [25], to achieve persistent
surveillance. Alternatively, some centralized policies for multi-UAV persistent surveillance
are proposed in [86] and [87], where the time between visitations to the same region are
minimized. Moreover, the authors of [33] presents an optimal control formulation of the
persistent surveillance problem.
In a persistent surveillance mission, it is likely to use agents that have less endurance
than the overall mission endurance. In such cases, efficient persistent operations also re-
quire to consider the energy management of the agents. In the literature, there are several
approaches used for determining when an agent needs to return to the base for refueling (or
recharging). Some common approaches are solving the problem via a dynamic program
(DP) (e.g. [26, 27, 128]) or a mixed integer linear program (MILP) (e.g. [61, 62, 116]). In
general, the solution is obtained through a numerical optimization solver, which may result
in an optimal or an approximate solution.
A persistent surveillance problem with some energy constraints can be modeled as a
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Markov decision process (MDP), which can be solved using dynamic programming. How-
ever, as the size of the problem increases, the computation complexity dramatically grows.
Therefore, there are some studies in the literature that propose approximate solutions for
the MDP formulation of the persistent surveillance problem (e.g. [27, 28, 128]). Moreover,
a more scalable approach utilizing a decentralized learning framework is proposed in [126],
which can also capture heterogeneity among the agents.
A more recent study [61] proposes a MILP based solution to the schedules of multiple
resources for persistent UAV operations. Accordingly, the authors compute the trajecto-
ries of UAVs through a minimization problem, where they define the total cost based on
the costs of UAV travel, UAV purchase, and station purchase in addition to a cluster of
constraints to guarantee effective UAV operations. In order to obtain an optimal solution,
they first use the numerical solver CPLEX then propose a branch and bound algorithm to
reduce the computational complexity. Note that the authors of [61] assume the availability
of the global information about the UAVs, so they propose a centralized solution for the
scheduling of UAVs performing persistent surveillance operations. Nonetheless, they do
not consider any uncertainty or stochastic effect on the mission, and they do not take into
account the recency of the monitored information in their objective function.
Alternatively, a decentralized approach is proposed by the authors of [43], where they
formulate a distributed, energy-aware control policy to enable persistent surveillance of a
region by a team of networked robots. Accordingly, they define a coverage energy func-
tion and design a controller that minimizes this function. Here, minimizing the coverage
energy function implies an agents trade-off to achieve its coverage mission and to maintain
energy reserves to guarantee its own safety. Moreover, the authors assume the presence of
a relay agent such that whenever an agent starts to move away from the field, the remaining
agents reconfigure themselves to maximize the coverage area until the relay agent arrives
the surveillance area. Consequently, the agent that has returned to the base for refueling
becomes the new relay agent.
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2.4 Control Strategies for the Recovery of Network Connectivity
Connected communication networks play an important role in achieving various multi-
agent coordination tasks (e.g. [59,135,136] and the literature cited within). For instance, a
connected network can enable multiple spacecraft to synchronize their attitudes with each
other (e.g. [38], [137]). Alternatively, a connected computer network achieves efficient
peer-to-peer operations (e.g. [91, 105]). Moreover, consensus in sensor networks depends
on the connectivity requirements of the network (e.g. [65]). Last but not the least, network
connectivity is crucial in surveillance missions, where a group of agents such as UAVs oper-
ate around a base and stream back the surveillance data back to the base through multi-hop
communications(e.g. [32, 98]). Particularly in long surveillance missions, an agent needs
to return to the base for refueling or recharging. Whenever an agent leaves the surveil-
lance area, there is no guarantee that the communication network of the remaining agents
will maintain its connectivity. Therefore, there has been a growing interest in developing
strategies for connectivity maintenance of networked systems.
In a networked system, a disconnection can be avoided or fixed by proactive or reactive
approaches, respectively. In proactive approaches, a robust network topology is designed
a priori such that the network can tolerate a finite number of agent or link losses (e.g.
[85,122,133]). In reactive approaches, a control strategy is developed such that the network
self-repairs itself in the face of agent or link removals (e.g. [5, 6]). Note that relying on
proactive approaches only may be impractical in applications, where a large number of
agents or links may eventually be removed from the network. Furthermore, connectivity
maintenance strategies can be characterized as centralized or decentralized based on the
information leveraged in the decision scheme. In a large scale system, the availability of
global information to individual agents is usually not feasible. Therefore, a decentralized
strategy is preferable over a centralized one due to practicality and scalability concerns.
Recently, a great amount of interest has been devoted to the analysis of multi-agent
systems using graph theory. In these studies, the nodes of a graph represent the agents (such
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as UAVs, sensors or individuals), and edges represent the direct interactions between them.
The literature on the graph theoretical connectivity control of mobile systems against edge
failure is including, but not limited to, optimization based connectivity control (e.g. [135]),
continuous feedback connectivity control (e.g. [107]), and control based on the estimation
of the algebraic connectivity (e.g. [108]). In these studies, the authors mainly consider
uncertainty in edges, and they assume a constant number of nodes. In the last few years,
there has also been a significant interest in addressing agent loss problem in networked
systems. In [85] and [122], the main focus is on the design of robust network topologies
that can tolerate a finite number of agent removals. In [122] and [17], the authors propose
self-repair strategies that create new connections among the neighbors of the failing agent.
Following a different approach than earlier studies, some researchers consider mobile
agents and propose some agent movements for connectivity restoration. Some relevant
works on distributed connectivity recovery of wireless sensor networks in agent failure
include [6], [5], [4], [45], [83], and [134]. The authors of [6], [4], and [45] propose a
set of cascaded replacements for the recovery of network connectivity. Alternatively, the
authors of [5] propose block movement of agents instead of cascaded replacements, and
their algorithm not only restores connectivity but also does not extend the shortest paths
among agents after a failure. To this end, they use the shortest path routing table in their
scheme and define a confidence level that correlates to the population of the routing table.
From their simulation studies, the authors observe that agents having low-populated rows
on the routing table (i.e. less than 20%) do not initiate any network recovery. In other
words, a disconnection due to an agent failure may not be prevented by the remaining
agents having too little information.
In order to develop efficient strategies for connectivity restoration, determining agent
criticality is an important step because a recovery process is required only in the face of a
critical agent removal. Unfortunately, agent criticality is a global information such that an
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agent may not necessarily estimate its criticality based on its local neighborhood. There-
fore, even though many studies propose distributed schemes for the recovery of connectiv-
ity, they use some centralized approaches for the initiation of the process (i.e. the overall
proposed schemes rely on some global information). For instance, the authors of [4] as-
sume that each agent has perfect knowledge about its criticality, whereas the authors of [6]
use the algorithm in [37] to determine the criticality of an agent based on the connected
dominating set (CDS) of the whole network. Note that the efficiency of a CDS algorithm
depends largely on the process of finding and maintaining a small CDS, and finding a min-
imum CDS is NP-complete for most graphs, even if global information is available [37].
Moreover, a topological change (e.g. agent removal/addition) in the system causes a need
to update the CDS, which is stated as a complicated process by the authors of [37]. There-
fore, the recovery scheme proposed in [6] requires a great amount of computation after any
agent failure to refresh CDS and then to update agent assignments accordingly.
An approach to develop more localized algorithms for determining criticality is using
information only in k-hop neighborhood. For instance, the authors of [83] propose a con-
nectivity restoration framework, where each agent constructs a routing table from its k-hop
neighborhood to estimate its neighbors’ criticality. Accordingly, each agent is assumed
to communicate with its k+ 1-hop neighbors to achieve coordinated motion in case of an
agent failure. Alternatively, the authors of [134] employ a hybrid method, which combines
criticality in k-hop neighborhood with CDS, to decrease overall messages in determining
agent criticality.
Finally, in many studies, agent failure in sensor networks is studied based on the as-
sumption of agents sending periodic heart beat messages (e.g. [5, 6, 83]). Accordingly, if
a heart beat message is not received by the neighbors of agent i for some period of time,
then agent i is assumed dead by the neighbors. Note that an agent failure is an involuntarily
leave of an agent from the network, and it is analogous to a UAV crash. In this thesis, the
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main focus is on voluntarily leaves of agents due to reasons such as reaching a fuel thresh-
old or changing mission strategy. These types of reasons are mostly seen in surveillance
missions, where agents may require to return base for refueling (e.g. [18,127]) or may leave
the group for tracking a target (e.g. [32, 98]). Henceforth, a voluntarily leave of an agent is




The foundation of this research is based on multi-agent systems, whose performance is
greatly influenced by the design variables of the agents and the control strategies utilized
by the agents. Chapter 2 presented a survey of literature for the design and the control of
MAS. The aim of this chapter is to make some observations regarding the literature and
to construct the primary hypothesis of this thesis. In order to show the correctness of the
hypothesis, a methodology is also proposed at the end of this chapter.
3.1 A Generic Design Methodology
In literature, there exist various system design processes applied to different types of sys-
tems. For instance, [14] presents a set of design processes and states that the generic steps
can be generalized as follows: state the problem, investigate alternatives, model the system,
integrate, launch the system, assess performance, and re-evaluate.
Typically, a design process starts with some customer needs, which determine the mis-
sion specifications. Then, an analysis is conducted to discover the requirements of the
overall system. In general, systems engineering tools (e.g. [104]) along with some expert
opinion are used in the identification of the requirements. Based on the requirements anal-
ysis, some alternative designs are generated by varying the design variables of the overall
system. After that, the performance of the alternative designs are evaluated via modeling
and simulation. Different techniques can be used in modeling the alternative designs. For
instance, some well-known modeling techniques for an MAS are discrete event simulation,
system dynamics, and agent-based modeling (e.g. [30,115]). Following that the alternative
designs are ranked with respect to their performances observed in the simulations. Some
ranking techniques used in the literature are TOPSIS, AHP, to name a few (e.g. [7,66,106]).
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Accordingly, if the requirements are satisfied by the top ranked candidate designs, then one
of them is selected for further analysis. If the generated designs do not satisfy the require-
ments, then the requirement analysis is re-iterated. Consequently, the fundamental steps of

















Figure 7: Fundamental steps in a generic design methodology.
3.1.1 Observations on the Generic Design Methodology
While the design variables of the agents and the control strategies used by the agents to-
gether greatly impact the performance of an MAS, their identification and development are
studied separately in the literature. For example, the control strategies are brought to the
generic design methodology in the further steps. In particular, after the MAS is modeled,
a fixed control strategy is assumed and the mission performance is evaluated accordingly.
Such an approach brings the operational outcomes (i.e. resulting mission performance)
into the selection of the design variables, which enables the design of an MAS resulting in
optimal performance. However, the operational outcomes strongly depends on the selected
fixed control strategy. In other words, there is no guarantee that the MAS would result in
a similar optimal performance under a different control strategy. On the other hand, in the
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control literature of MAS, the main goal has mostly been on the design of rules (or policies)
for taking actions that optimize some individual or collective objectives (e.g. decisions for
the next target point to move). The details of the agent design are generally not considered
in developing control strategies. For instance, agents are typically assumed as point-masses
or systems with low order dynamics. Consequently, the literature has minimal precedent
transparent methodology that ties together control strategies, vehicle capabilities, and op-
erational outcomes in the design of MAS. Hence, the main research objective of this thesis
is to incorporate the control strategies in the early design of MAS.
3.2 Hypothesis Formulation
A desired mission performance in an MAS may not be obtained by solely designing control
strategies or solely selecting design variables. Note that the design variables determine the
capabilities of the MAS. On the other hand, the control strategies guide agents to take
strategic actions for achieving a task with the given capabilities. So that it is very likely to
observe some interdependency between the design and the control of MAS.
Consider a canonical scenario, where there exist a base, a UAV, and two monitoring
points A and B as in Figure 8. In this scenario, assume that the UAV can communicate
with the base from both points. Accordingly, let the main objective of the mission be
to increase situational awareness of the base that can receive instantaneous monitoring
information from the UAV. Let control strategy 1 guide the UAV to travel between points
A and B continuously as in Figure 8a. If the UAV has infinite fuel capacity, then control
strategy 1 results in the optimal performance. However, control strategy 1 causes mission
failure in real world applications because any vehicle has limited endurance. As opposed
to the control strategy 1, let control strategy 2 guide the UAV to follow a cyclic route as
in Figure 8b. As such, the UAV leaves the base, visits point A, and then visits point B.
Finally, it return to the base. According to control strategy 2, such a trajectory is followed
continuously. Note that the control strategy 2 is applicable to finite fuel capacity vehicle
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because it results in periodic visits to the base for possible refueling. However, control
strategy 2 leads to the optimal performance only if the endurance of the UAV is exactly
equal to the time required to complete the cyclic route. If the UAV has longer endurance,
then when it arrives to the base it will still have some remaining fuel, which causes the








(b) Following a cyclic route.
Figure 8: The interdependency between the design and the control of an agent.
As it is seen, a control strategy results in different performance for different vehicles.
Even in this canonical scenario including only one UAV, the interdependency between the
control strategies and the design variables is observed. As the number of UAVs increase
and the area gets larger, the interdependency between the design variables and the control
strategies likely becomes significantly complex. Therefore, the main hypothesis of this
thesis is formulated as follows:
Hypothesis 1. For a desired mission performance, the selection of the design variables
changes with different control strategies due to the effect of the interdependency between
the design variables and the control strategies.
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3.3 Proposed Methodology
In this thesis, the main objective is to incorporate control strategies in the early design of
MAS. In Chapter 1, the primary research questions are presented as
- RQ1: Can a control strategy influence the selection of the physical design variables to
result in a desired MAS performance?
- RQ2: How is it possible to explore the design-control couplings in an MAS at the early
design stages?
It has been previously depicted that there exists some interdependency between the
design variables of the agents and the control strategies used by the agents, which greatly
impacts the performance of the overall system. Exploring such interdependency can be
easier in the later design stages of an MAS due to the increased knowledge about the design
and the control of the agents. However, the system capabilities are often not determined in
the early design stages. Accordingly, this thesis proposes a methodology that can explore
the possible interdependency between the design variables and the control strategies in
early design.
An overview of the proposed methodology is illustrated in Figure 9, where an addi-
tional component is introduced to the generic design methodology. As such, the proposed
component, illustrated in Figure 10, translates the mission specifications to design- and
control-related information to support the requirement analysis and later design stages.
The input to the proposed component is the mission specifications for an MAS whereas
the output are the influential design variables, the effective control strategies, and any in-
vestigated design-control pairs in an MAS. To this end, the control and the design modules
are proposed, and they are detailed in the following sections. Eventually, the output of the































































Figure 10: Zooming into the proposed component.
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3.3.1 Control Module
The objective of the control module is to develop a set of candidate control strategies for
an MAS, which will be used in the design module for a design space exploration. For
the development of the candidate strategies, the control module attempts to answer the
following questions:
3.3.1.1 What are the objectives and the constraints in a specific multi-agent mission?
In developing a control strategy, a fundamental task is to identify the objectives and the
constraints in a mission. Well-formulated objectives enable the mission accomplishment
through an efficient control strategy design. Furthermore, each agent in an MAS can have
constraints for energy, communication, or mobility, to name a few. Therefore, a control
strategy utilized by an MAS should ensure that the constraints are not violated during the
mission.
3.3.1.2 How to choose the candidate control strategies that will be used in the design
module?
After determining the objectives and the constraints in a mission, it is ideally desired to
develop optimal control strategies. For instance, a centralized control may result in opti-
mal performance due to employing the global information in the action selection; however,
it may not be applicable to large scale MAS. On the other hand, a decentralized control
is preferable in large scale systems due to relying on only some local information but it
may result in a sub-optimal performance. Here, it is important to analyze the optimality
gap of a decentralized strategy. Therefore, the developed strategies need to be compared
with a benchmark strategy that is preferably optimal. The candidate strategies with accept-




In an MAS, the design variables of the agents play an important role on improving the
mission performance. However, not all of them have the same significance on the overall
performance. Before the actual design of the agents, it is beneficial to provide insight
into the significant design variables so that the high fidelity analysis is more focused on
them at later design stages. To this end, the design module introduced in the proposed
methodology aims to explore the design space of an MAS. The detailed steps inside the
design module will be elaborated in Chapter 8. Overall, the design module attempts to
answer the following questions:
3.3.2.1 What are the influential design variables of an MAS performing a specific
mission?
In order to identify the influential design variables, a commonly used approach in the liter-
ature is design space exploration, which inspects the sensitivity of the mission performance
to the changes in the design variables. It has been observed that the existing studies in
the literature (e.g. [96, 101]) explore the design space by assuming a fixed control strategy.
However, such explorations lead to results specific to the tested control strategy. In order
to broaden the results of a design space exploration, the design module in the proposed
methodology takes into account various control strategies that are developed in the con-
trol module. As such, the influential design variables are identified in accordance with the
results of all tested control strategies.
3.3.2.2 What are the trade-offs among the design variables of an MAS performing a
specific mission?
In order to obtain a desired MAS performance, understanding the design trade-offs is as
important as identifying the influential design variables. In this respect, well-understood
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design compromises provide more insight into the overall system characteristics. More-
over, the design space exploration conducted in the design module takes into account var-
ious control strategies. Therefore, the design trade-offs also vary under different control
strategies. Accordingly, the design module aims to explore the design trade-offs as well as
the interdependency between the design variables and the control strategies based on the
overall design space exploration. Note that the output of the design module (i.e. influen-
tial design variables and the effective design-control pairs) can greatly support the strategic
decision-making in the later design stages.
3.4 Summary of the Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology introduces an additional component to the generic design method-
ology, which translates the mission specifications to some influential design variables, effi-
cient control strategies, and potential interdependency between them. To achieve this, two
modules are introduced for the control and the design of agents. The control module deals
with generating a set of efficient control strategies in accordance with the objectives and
the constraints in a particular MAS mission. On the other hand, the design module con-
ducts a design space exploration through Monte Carlo simulations, where various design
variables and the set of generated control strategies are tested. Accordingly, the proposed
additional component specifies the effective design-control pairs, as well as the influential
design variables and efficient control strategies, which can potentially provide a desired
performance. This information can be utilized in the later design stages to optimize the
overall system through some high fidelity analyses.
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CHAPTER IV
CASE STUDY: MULTI-AGENT PERSISTENT SURVEILLANCE
4.1 Mission Overview
In the previous chapters, various design and control aspects in a multi-agent surveillance
mission are presented. For example, patrolling (i.e. cruise flight) and loitering are some
possible agent operations in a surveillance mission. For high and low altitude operations,
agents compromise between the quality of data and the energy consumption. A surveillance
mission typically requires require monitoring for long periods of time, which is mostly
longer than the endurance of an agent. Furthermore, there are various ways for an agent to
share the monitoring information with the base (e.g. recording the monitored data, directly
communicating with the base, or sending information back to the base through some agent
collaboration). Accordingly, this thesis particularly focuses on missions, where agents
• loiter on some monitoring points and patrol if required,
• change operation altitude when it is necessary,
• use multi-hop communications to stream data back to the base,
• have less endurance than the overall mission time.
Since agents have less endurance than the overall mission time, they need to go back
to the base for refueling/recharging. Thus, the agents travel between the base and the
surveillance area multiple times, which is referred to as persistent surveillance in this thesis.
Note that an agent removal from the surveillance area is a disturbance to the overall system
because it causes performance degradation in coverage or distributed communications, to
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name a few. Here, the severity of performance degradation depends on both the design
and the control of multi-agent system. Accordingly, Figure 11 illustrates some design and
control elements that affect the overall situational awareness.
In an MAS surveillance mission, two key concepts are the energy management of the
agents and the region assignment for the agents. The energy management of the agents can
be impacted by the design and the control. For instance, the physical design determines
the geometry and the propulsion system of the agents, which determines the maximum
energy capacity and the energy consumption of an agent. On the other hand, the mission
design determines the operational tasks such that the required maneuvers or the operational
altitudes can vary the energy consumption of an agent.
Furthermore, the energy management can also be impacted by the control strategies
used by the agents. In order to increase situational awareness, an energy-aware control
strategy can lead agents to strategically move on the surveillance area in an efficient fashion.
Finally, the region assignment is crucial to increase situational awareness. For instance, the
situational awareness can be maximally improved by assigning agents to proper locations
that are not visited for a long period of time.
ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DESIGN CONTROL
Vehicle Mission Individual Group
(How to increase endurance?)
(When to return to base?)
(How agents relocate after an agent leaves the surv. area?)
- energy consumption
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This thesis addresses a discrete time multi-agent surveillance problem, where the major
objective is to increase the situational awareness about a target area. Suppose that a desired
region of interest is discretized in two-dimensions as in Figure 12a such that a grid cell on
row i and column j has a weighting of wi j and a time varying age as αi j(t). Here, αi j(t) is
the time duration that cell ij has not been monitored, and αi j(0) = 0.
αi j(t) =

0, if grid ij is monitored,
αi j(t−1)+1, otherwise.
(3)
Accordingly, the overall degradation in situational awareness at time t, i.e. JSA(t),
can be quantified as the summation of cell ages multiplied by the cell weights. Note that







wi jαi j(τ). (4)
In a large surveillance area, the weightings of each grid cell may not necessarily be
uniform because some cells may represent more essential coordinates (e.g. the oil rings on
a sea, the high population zones in a city, or the disaster areas in an environment). In such
cases, the relative weightings of the essential cells are assigned with higher values than the
others.
In this thesis, the surveillance area is discretized as in Figure 12a, where the black cells
denote the high priority zones with a weighting of 1 (i.e. the monitoring points), the white
cells represent the rest of the points with a weighting of 0 (i.e. the points that do not require
monitoring), and the gray cell denotes the base. In this setting, the base sends some agents
(e.g. UAVs) to the field to gather information about the points of interest. Note that agents
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and the base have limited communication capability over a field because the continuous
wireless communication may not be always feasible, reliable, or secure due to weather ef-
fects, jamming attacks, or service delays [110]. In the presence of limited communications,
the environment can also be represented as a graph, which takes into account not only the
geographical coordinates of the monitoring points and the base but also the communication
ranges of agents. For instance, suppose that agents having communication range of R will
be located on the grid cells in Figure 12a. Accordingly, if the distance between any pair of
grid cells are less than R, then agents located on the corresponding cells can communicate
with each other. Hence, the overall environment taking into account the communication
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(b) A surveillance area represented as a graph.
Figure 12: Surveillance area
In Figure 12b, the nodes of the graph represent the monitoring points and the base,
whereas the dotted edges represent the communication capability based on the agents’ com-
munication range. For instance, in Figure 12b, if there is agent i located on node 1, then
agent i can directly communicate with the base (i.e. single-hop communication). If there is
another agent j located on node 2, then agent j communicates with the base through agent
i located on node 1 (i.e. multi-hop communication).
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In an ideal case, if each node is monitored by an individual agent that has endurance
equal to the mission endurance, then the base has the maximum situational awareness about
the field (i.e. JSA(t) = 0 for t > tarv, where tarv is the time an agent reaches the last unoccu-
pied node). However, an agent has an inherent possibility of leaving the surveillance area
in long-run missions due to refuel/recharge, maintenance, or a strategy change.
The removal of an agent becomes a disturbance to the overall system, and it causes a
degradation in situational awareness due to preventing the regular updates of some partic-
ular nodes. For instance, Figure 13a illustrates a canonical scenario where each UAV mon-
itors a single node and can send data back to the base due to the presence of a connected
communication network. Suppose that UAV 4 needs to return to the base for refueling. As
seen from Figure 13b, the removal of UAV 4 causes not only an unoccupied node but also
a disconnection among UAVs 3, 5, 6, and the base. Here, even though UAVs 3, 5, and









(a) All UAVs can send data back to the base due









(b) The removal of UAV 4 causes a disconnec-
tion so UAVs 3, 5, and 6 cannot communicate
with the base.
Figure 13: A canonical persistent surveillance scenario consisting of a group of UAVs.
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Similar to the ages of grid cells, let α j(t) be the age of node j. Here, α j(t) is the
duration of time that the base has not received any data from node j. Note that if a UAV
loitering over node j cannot send its data back to the base due to the absence of multi-hop
communication (i.e. UAV 5 in Figure 13b) or if there is no UAV loitering over node j (i.e.




0, if a UAV sends data about node j back to the base,
α j(t−1)+1, otherwise.
(5)
As seen from (5), α j(t) is a piecewise monotonically increasing function, and its increase
implies a degradation in situational awareness for the base. Using the summation of node




where V denotes the set of nodes on the surveillance area. Note that if there is no UAV on
the field or there is no information flow from the UAVs to the base, Cage(t) is a monotoni-
cally increasing function. Based on the depicted scenario, the overall objective function of






where T is the overall mission endurance.
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4.3 Agent Assumptions
In this thesis, each agent represents a UAV, and a UAV monitors a node by loitering over
it. A node having zero age implies that a UAV can send the image of the node back to the
base. Let a UAV have a camera, which has a fixed cone angle and acquires rectangular
image. Then, the area of the acquired image is directly proportional to the altitude of the
UAV as (8).





where f is the scaling factor between the length and width of the rectangular image. As
the flight altitude increases, the acquired image area gets larger (e.g. Figure 14) whereas
the image resolution gets lower. Assume that the camera mounted on a UAV has a fixed
number of image pixels, i.e. Npx. Then, the resolution of the image, Res(I), is inversely
proportional to the size of a pixel as in (9). Accordingly, as the pixel size decreases, the





From the operational perspective, a UAV loiters over a node to accomplish two major
tasks: identifying or detecting objects. In this thesis, detecting an object is assumed to
require higher resolution images than identifying an object. Therefore, a UAV loiters at
high altitudes to identify objects. Whenever an object is identified, then it decreases its
loiter altitude to obtain high resolution images. Note that a UAV operating at lower altitudes
is subjected to more drag, which can be overcome by producing higher thrust (i.e. causing
more fuel/energy consumption). Consequently, a UAV changes its loiter altitude to acquire









Figure 14: For a fixed camera cone angle (θcone), the monitoring areas, A(I1)> A(I2), vary
as the UAV loiters at different altitudes, h1 > h2.
4.4 Overview of the Methodology Implementation
As introduced in Chapter 3, the methodology proposed in this thesis consists of two ma-
jor modules for control and design of agents. In this section, the control and the design
modules are elaborated by demonstrating the methodology with the persistent multi-agent
surveillance problem.
4.4.1 Control Module for Persistent Multi-Agent Surveillance
The objective of the control module is to develop (possibly decentralized) control strategies
for efficient agent operations. As it is seen from Figure 15, the main input to the control
module is the mission specifications.
Note that the control strategy refers to a high-level decision making that determines
the actions of agents to accomplish some tasks. In the persistent multi-agent surveillance
problem, the main goal is to increase situational awareness of a base that receives informa-
tion from an MAS. Accordingly, the candidate control strategies developed in the control

















Figure 15: Zooming in the control module.
4.4.1.1 How to choose the target location to be monitored for each agent in order to
collectively optimize the situational awareness?
A proper selection of the target coordinate is crucial to avoid degradation in situational
awareness. In particular, a region of interest should not be let unoccupied for long periods
of time. In the previous sections, it has been depicted that the age of a node (i.e. monitoring
point) increases if it is not monitored by an agent or if no information flows to the base.
Accordingly, the overall degradation in situational awareness is defined as the summation
of node ages (i.e. J in (7)). In order to avoid an increase in J, one trivial solution is to
assign an agent to a node that has the maximum age. However, the problem addressed in
this thesis involves multiple agents, whose assignments to the same node causes inefficient
agent operations. Therefore, a coordinated decision should be taken to avoid increase in J.
4.4.1.2 When should an agent the return to base for refueling or recharging?
As depicted in the persistent surveillance problem, each agent is assumed to have less
endurance than the overall mission horizon. Here, it is crucial for an agent to avoid unsafe
state such as running out of fuel (or energy). In a single agent system, it is trivial for an
agent to take a return action whenever it reaches a critical fuel threshold (i.e. required fuel
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to return to base). However, such a decision may not be always effective in a multi-agent
system. For instance, suppose that most of the agents reach their critical fuel thresholds
at a similar time. Then, a severe degradation in situational awareness occurs due to the
simultaneous agent returns. To avoid this, a coordinated decision should be taken to design
efficient return schedules for agents.
4.4.1.3 When should an agent be relocated on the surveillance area?
When an agent leaves the surveillance area, a region of interest becomes unoccupied, and
the communication network may possibly become disconnected. Note that if no agent vis-
its the unoccupied region, then the situational awareness degrades (and even gets worse if
the communication network is disconnected). On the other hand, if multiple agents simul-
taneously take action to visit the unoccupied region, then agents are used inefficiently (i.e.
one region is monitored by multiple agents). Accordingly, some coordination is required
in order to determine a set of efficient agent relocation.
As it is seen from the previous discussions, selecting a set of effective actions for an
MAS requires coordination in decision-making. Note that a coordinated decision can be
made by a central authority that determines the actions of all agents by tracking their states
(i.e. a centralized approach). On the other hand, agents can coordinate with each other
through communication so that each agent can make decision about its next action based
on the information collected from the others (i.e. a decentralized approach). When deter-
mining agent actions, centralized and decentralized approaches exhibit specific advantages.
For instance, the optimal set of actions can be computed via a centralized approach because
an action selection is based on the states of all agents. However, such an approach becomes
intractable and computationally inefficient if there exists a large number of agents. On the
other hand, a decentralized approach uses only the states of some agents (i.e. the ones gath-
ered through communication) to make an action selection. While a decentralized approach
does not rely on all states of agents, i.e. a more practical solution for action selection, it
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may not necessarily result in optimal set of actions due to the limited information in the
calculations.
Consequently, the major objective of the control module is to develop a set of control
strategies (possibly decentralized), which result in effective agent operations in a persistent
surveillance mission. In order to evaluate the performance of developed control strategies,
it is also important to compare it with a benchmark strategy before sending it to the design
module for further analysis.
4.4.2 Design Module for Persistent Multi-Agent Surveillance
The objective of the design module is to conduct a design space exploration for the identifi-
cation of the effective design variables and the couplings between the design variables and
the control strategies. As it is seen from Figure 16, the main input to the design module are
the mission specifications and the control strategies, whereas the outputs are the influential















- Influential design variables
- Effective design and control pairs
Figure 16: Zooming in the design module.
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In the persistent multi-agent surveillance problem, the design variables of the agents
(e.g. the maximum velocity, the maximum fuel capacity, the fuel consumption, the com-
munication range) play an important role on the mission performance. Nonetheless, not all
of the design variables impact the performance with the same significance. Accordingly,
the design module implemented in the persistent surveillance problem attempts to answer
the following questions:
4.4.2.1 What are the influential design variables in an MAS performing a persistent
surveillance mission?
In a multi-UAV surveillance mission, there are numerous design variables related to the
physical aspects of the UAVs or the networking issues among the UAVs. The physical
aspects pertain to the weight, the aerodynamic characteristics, or the propulsion system
performance, to name a few. Such physical variables determine the overall system capa-
bilities. On the other hand, the networking issues relate to the communication topology in
the overall system. Accordingly, it enables the interactions (e.g. coordination) among the
agents. In a design space exploration, it is not feasible to take into account all design vari-
ables. Therefore, a subset of the design variables can be selected and the influential ones
can be identified among the selected subset. However, an iterative process may require to
choose different subsets for obtaining more generalized results.
4.4.2.2 What are the trade-offs among the design variables and the control strategies
of an MAS performing a persistent surveillance mission?
In addition to the influential design variables, identifying the design trade-offs is also
important to understand the overall system characteristics. In the persistent multi-agent
surveillance problem, suppose that some influential design variables are determined as the
maximum velocity, the maximum fuel capacity, the communication range, and the number
of agents. In addition to this information, it is also critical to be able to answer the questions
as follows:
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• Can a large group of slow agents be compromised with a small group of fast agents?
• How is it possible to mitigate the effect of short endurance?
• Which variables or strategies do mitigate the effect of using a fewer number of
agents?
Moreover, the identified design trade-offs (e.g. the answers to the previous questions)
may not be similar under different control strategies. Accordingly, the design-control cou-




Starting with this chapter, the following three chapters (Chapters 5, 6, and 7) will present an
implementation of the control module shown in the proposed methodology. As proceeded
within these chapters, the proposed ideas will build upon themselves to present a set of
efficient control strategies for persistent multi-agent surveillance.
In a persistent surveillance mission, if the mission endurance is longer than the en-
durance of agents, agents need to return to the base for refueling (or recharging). When an
agent leaves the surveillance area, there is no guarantee that the communication network
among the rest of the agents will maintain its connectivity. In case of a network discon-
nection, information share cannot be accomplished among the agents and the base, which
greatly hinders situational awareness.
The objective of this chapter is to introduce a decentralized strategy that maintains the
network connectivity in the face of an arbitrary agent removal. This chapters starts with a
brief review of graph theoretical terms that are frequently used along the following chap-
ters. Then, the connectivity maintenance problem tackled in this chapter (i.e. replacement
control problem) is presented. Following that, the proposed control scheme called Mes-
sage Passing Strategy (MPS) is introduced, and its performance is improved by proposing
δ -MPS. Finally, this chapter ends with some simulation results, where the proposed de-
centralized strategies (i.e. MPS and δ -MPS) are compared with the centralized optimal
solution.
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5.1 Graph Theory Preliminaries
An undirected graph, G = (V,E), consists of a set of nodes, V , and a set of undirected
edges, E. Let X be a subset of V . Then, GX refers to a subgraph induced by the nodes in
X and their corresponding edges. In a graph, a k-length path, p, is a sequence of nodes
(p0, p1, ..., pk) such that the edge between any pi and pi+1 belongs to E. A path in G is
called simple if it does not have any repeated nodes. An undirected graph, G , is connected
if there exists a path between any two nodes of the graph.
Let v j and vk be any two nodes in G . Then, the distance between v j and vk is denoted
as d(v j,vk), and it is equal to the length of the shortest path between them. The diameter
of G , ∆, is defined as the largest distance between any two nodes of G . The neighbor set of
node vi, Nvi , is the set including all adjacent nodes that are connected to vi.
Nvi = {v j | (vi,v j) ∈ E}. (10)
The degree of vi is defined as the cardinality of Nvi . Furthermore, δ -hop neighborhood
of vi, N δvi , is the set including nodes that are at most δ distance away from vi.
N δvi = {v j | d(vi,v j)≤ δ}. (11)
5.2 Problem Formulation
In this chapter, a discrete time problem is considered such that m agents, V = {v1, ...,vm},
occupy the nodes, V ∗ = {1,2, ...,n}, of a connected graph G ∗, where n ≥ m. For exam-
ple, Figure 17 illustrates an example to G ∗, in which an edge implies the communication
capability of two agents if they are located on the corresponding nodes.
In this setting, each agent is assumed to occupy a single node, which may correspond
to monitoring a physical location such as a special access point, the coordinates of an asset,















Figure 17: A connected network structure (G ∗) representing the surveillance area.
communication range of each agent is assumed larger than its monitoring range. Therefore,
agents are urged to stay as close as possible to the nodes. Accordingly, the communication
network of the agents becomes a subgraph of G ∗, denoted by G . For instance, Figure 18
shows some examples for the communication networks of agents located on the nodes of a
connected graph.












































Figure 18: (a) Nine agents are located on G ∗, and G is a connected communication net-
work. (b) The removal of agent 4 (v4) causes a disconnection in G .
Assuming that 1) agents are homogeneous with respect to network operations and 2)
task co-execution can be achieved between any pair of agents, one way to recover con-
nectivity in the face of an agent removal is to replace the removed agent by one of the
remaining agents. For instance, if the removal of an agent causes a disconnection, then
one of its neighbors may replace it to recover the connectivity. Similarly, if that replace-
ment also causes a disconnection, then another replacement is required. In this manner,
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the replacements can be executed until a connected network is obtained. Here, any feasible
solution has to recover connectivity after a finite number of replacements. Moreover, it
is desired to realize the minimum number of replacements. Furthermore, it is preferable
to produce a scheme that can be executed by agents making local decisions with limited
information. Accordingly, the replacement control problem is defined as follows:
Replacement Control (RC) problem: Given a set of agents initially forming a connected
communication network, design a decentralized control scheme such that the agents main-
tain connectivity through as few as possible replacements in the face of an agent removal.
5.3 Message Passing Strategy
Given a connected graph G , where the nodes in G represent the agents, the RC problem
finds a sequence of replacements to recover connectivity. For any solution of the RC prob-
lem, the sequence of replacements needs to end with the relocation of a noncritical node
since the removal of such nodes from their previous positions does not require any further
replacements.
Definition 1. (Node Criticality) Let vi be a node in G and Ei be the edges incident to vi. vi is
critical in G if the graph, G ′=G −(vi,Ei), obtained by removing vi and Ei is disconnected;
otherwise, vi is noncritical.
Proposition 1. [113] Let G be a connected undirected graph. Suppose that each of its
nodes has degree at least k. Then G has at least k+1 noncritical nodes.
Note that a connected undirected graph always has at least 2 noncritical nodes. Thus,
the goal of the RC problem is to find one of them. The following remark presents a trivial
sufficient condition for a node to be noncritical in a graph.
Remark 1. Given a connected graph G = (V,E), let vi ∈V be a leaf node such that |Nvi|=
1. Then, vi is noncritical in G because any simple path involving vi either starts or ends
with vi. Hence, its removal does not cause a disconnection between any two nodes.
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In the RC problem, a replacement is assumed to occur between a node and one of its
neighbors. Therefore, the sequence of replacements can be represented as a path from the
removed node to a noncritical node. Note that for a connected undirected graph G , there
always exists a path from any node in G to a noncritical node.
A centralized controller can provide the optimal solution to the RC problem by finding
a shortest path between the removed node and a noncritical node. However, the optimal
solution is obtained by assuming the availability of the overall graph structure. One of the
goals of this thesis is to find a decentralized scheme that can perform “close to optimal”.
Definition 2. (Maximal simple path) Let G = (V,E) be a connected undirected graph, and
let Nvi denote the neighbors of vi ∈V . Suppose that p = (p0, p1, ..., pk) is a simple path of
length k. Then p is a maximal simple path if Npk ⊆ {p0, p1, ..., pk}.
Theorem 1. For any connected undirected graph G , a maximal simple path always ends
with a noncritical node.
Proof. From Definition 2, a maximal k-length simple path, pk = (v0,v1, ...,vk), ends when
Nk ⊆ {v0,v1, ...,vk}. Let vi and v j be any nodes in G . In a connected graph, by definition,
there exist at least one path connecting vi and v j. In general, there are two possibilities: (1)
Assume that there exist a simple path, p̃, between vi and v j that doesn’t contain vk. Then the
removal of vk does not cause disconnection between vi and v j due to the existence of p̃. (2)
Suppose all paths between vi and v j contain vk. Note that any such path can be written as
pi j = (vi, ...,vk1,vk,vk2, ...v j) and {vk1,vk2} ∈Nk. Since Nk ⊆ {v0,v1, ...,vk}, there exist a
subpath psubk in pk such that it connects vk1 and vk2. Hence, the removal of vk will not cause
disconnection because the new path from vi to v j becomes pnewi j =(vi, ...,vk1, p
sub
k ,vk2, ...v j).
Note that pnewi j does not guarantee to be a simple path due to the possibility of common
nodes in psubk and pi j. However, the existence of p
new
i j show that a disconnection will
not happen between vi to v j due to the removal of vk. Consequently, vk is a noncritical
node.
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Corollary 1. For any connected G and arbitrarily removed p0, a sequence of replacements
along a maximal simple path, (p0, p1, ..., pk), such that any pi+1 ∈Npi \{p0, p1, ..., pi} for
i < k, recovers the graph connectivity.
Proof. The maximal simple path (p0, p1, ..., pk) is the replacement path where p0 is any
arbitrarily removed node and any pi is replaced by pi+1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1. After the re-
placements are realized, the graph will have a new structure as if pk was removed from the
system. From Theorem 1, pk is noncritical so its removal from its previous location does
not cause any loss of connection in G .
In light of the preceding facts, a decentralized connectivity maintenance scheme called
the message passing strategy (MPS) is introduced. Let p0 be any arbitrary node that is
removed from G . The objective of MPS is to find a sequence of replacements, which is
initiated by p0 and ended with a noncritical node, by using only local information. In this
manner, the replacements result in a reconfiguration such that the graph becomes identical
to the initial graph minus a noncritical node, which is the final node in the replacement
sequence.
The outline of MPS is as follows: Before the removal of p0, first p0 creates a message
including its own node ID as {p0} and checks whether it is a leaf node. If it is a leaf node,
then it is noncritical (from Remark 1) and its removal does not cause a disconnection. Oth-
erwise, it selects a node, p1, from Np0 \ {p0}. Then, p0 sends the message to p1, which
will replace p0. In this respect, whenever a node, pi, receives a message, {p0, ..., pi−1},
it appends its individual node ID to the message as {p0, ..., pi−1,pi}. Then, it sends the
message to one of its neighbors from the set Npi \{p0, ..., pi} before replacing pi−1. Even-
tually, the message passing process, whose pseudo-code is displayed in Algorithm 1, stops
when Npi \{p0, ..., pi}= /0 or p0 is a leaf node.
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Algorithm 1: Message Passing Strategy (MPS)
Input : An arbitrary node, p0, from G
Out put : Connectivity maintenance in the removal of p0
Assumption : Each node shares its unique node ID with its neighbors.
1 : initialization: pi← p0; Npi ←Np0; message← (p0);
2 : if |Np0|= 1
3 : no replacements required;
4 : else
5 : while Npi \message 6= /0
6 : pi+1← v s.t. v ∈Npi \message;
7 : pi sends message to pi+1;
8 : if i = 0
9 : pi is removed;
10 : else
11 : pi replaces pi−1;
12 : end if
13 : pi← pi+1; Npi ←Npi+1 ;
14 : message← (message, pi) ;
15 : end while
16 : pi+1 replaces pi;
17 : end if
Proposition 2. MPS always stops, and it stops at a noncritical node.
Proof. Let p0 ∈V be any arbitrary node that will be removed from G . If p0 is a leaf node,
MPS stops at p0. Otherwise, p0 generates a message as {p0}, and the message is modified
as {p0, ..., pi} whenever it is received by pi ∈ V . Let N + 1 be the total number of nodes
in G . In this respect, as i→ N, {p0, ..., pi} → {p0, ..., pN} = V . Eventually, there exist an
instant k = i ≤ N, at which Npk ⊆ {p0, ..., pk}. From Theorem 1, pk is a noncritical node
because it satisfies Npk \{p0, ..., pk}= /0. Consequently, MPS always stops at a noncritical
node.
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Corollary 2. The message obtained when MPS stops is a set of ordered nodes, which
corresponds to either a single leaf node or a maximal simple path. Hence, MPS guarantees
connectivity maintenance in the removal of any arbitrary node from G = (V,E).
Proof. The message obtained from MPS is either {p0} or {p0, ..., pi, ..., pk}. If it is {p0},
then |Np0|= 1 implying that p0 is a leaf node, and the connectivity maintenance is an im-
mediate result. If the message is {p0, ..., pi, ..., pk}, it involves consecutive pairs of nodes,
(pi, pi+1) ∈ E, thus the message is always a path in G . Additionally, the message never in-
volves repeated nodes because each pi selects pi+1 from Npi \{p0, ..., pi}. Thus, the path
is always simple. Finally, MPS stops whenever Npk \ {p0, ..., pi, ..., pk} = /0. From Def-
inition 2, the ordered nodes in the message is a maximal simple path. From Corollary 1,
the replacements based on a maximal simple path always guarantee connectivity recovery
because the final graph is reconfigured as the initial graph without pk.
An illustration for MPS is displayed in Figure 19, where there is initially a connected
graph with 7 nodes. As it is seen in Figure 19(b), the removal of v0 will create a disconnec-
tion in the graph. If each node runs MPS, then a possible replacement path is {v0,v2,v4}
such that v2 replaces v0, and v4 replaces v2. Note that {v0,v2,v4} is not the only replacement
path, e.g. {v0,v1,v5}. Consequently, the system reconfigures itself to maintain connectiv-
ity, and the resulting graph becomes the initial graph without a noncritical node (e.g. v4).
5.3.1 Performance of MPS
Given a networked system, reactive schemes for connectivity maintenance result in some
changes in the graph topology. While maintaining the graph connectivity, an important
aspect is to avoid causing significant changes in the graph properties, such as the total
number of edges or the maximum node degree. Note that the total number of edges and the
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Figure 19: An illustration for MPS. (a) Initially connected graph. (b) v0 will leave the
system. Since it is not a leaf node, it creates a message as {v0} and selects a neighbor from
Nv0 \ {v0} = {v1,v2} for its replacement. (c) Let v2 receive the message and modify it as
{v0,v2}. Then, it selects a neighbor from Nv2 \{v0,v2}= {v4,v6} for its replacement. (d)
Let v4 receive the message and modify it as {v0,v2,v4}. It attempts to select a neighbor
from Nv4 \{v0,v2,v4}= /0 for its replacement. Since Nv4 \{v0,v2,v4}= /0, v4 cannot send
the message to any node and the algorithm stops.
loads, whose increase is not desirable for a network system containing agents with limited
energy capacity.
Proposition 3. A sequence of replacements along a maximal simple path, (p0, p1, ..., pk),
on G , such that any pi+1 ∈Npi \ {p0, p1, ..., pi} for i < k, guarantees no increase in the
total number of edges and the maximum node degree in the presence of any arbitrary node
removal.
Proof. Let p = (p0, p1, ..., pk) be the replacement path, and let G ′ be the new graph struc-
ture after the replacements. Then, this corollary is proven in two parts: (1) In the removal
of an arbitrary node, p0, p results in G ′, which corresponds to the removal of pk and its
adjacent edges from G . As a result, the total number of edges decreases as the agents are
removed. (2) Let p0 in p be the agent that has the maximum degree dmax in G . If p0 is
removed, then p1 replaces p0. Now, if k = 1, then p1 is the noncritical node that will not
be replaced. As a consequence, the degree of p1 becomes dmax− 1 after the replacement.
If k 6= 1, then p1 will be replaced by p2. Hence, the degree of p1 becomes dmax after the
replacements. In both cases, p1 becomes the node with the maximum degree in G ′ after
replacing p0. Finally, in the removal of an arbitrary node, which does not correspond to
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the maximum degree node ṽ, either no replacements occur in the neighborhood of ṽ, or
the replacements in the neighborhood of ṽ may cause at most one reduction in dmax. As a
result, the maximum node degree in G ′ becomes either dmax or dmax−1.
The optimal solution satisfying the minimum number of replacements for the RC prob-
lem can be obtained by a centralized controller by finding the shortest path between the
removed node and a noncritical node on the graph. Note that such a centralized controller
requires the complete information about the graph. The objective of MPS is to solve the
RC problem only by using some local and partial information. Due to utilizing limited
information, MPS may not necessarily guarantee the optimal solution for any graphs.
Proposition 4. In any undirected connected graph, G = (V,E), the maximum number of
replacements that can occur via MPS is |V |−1.
Proof. From Corollary 2, MPS results in a message that is the sequence of replacements
represented as a maximal simple path, p. Let |p| > |V |, then at least one node appears
multiple times in p, thus p is not simple. This is a contradiction, hence |p| ≤ |V |, which
implies an upper bound for the number of replacements as |V |−1.
A tighter bound for Proposition 4 can be obtained in a tree graph, in which any two
nodes are connected by exactly one simple path.
Proposition 5. In a tree graph, G = (V,E), the maximum number of replacements that can
occur via MPS is ∆−1, where ∆ is the diameter of G .
Proof. In a tree graph, a noncritical node is always a leaf node, and a critical node always
has a degree of 2. Thus, the diameter of a tree graph corresponds to the length of the
longest maximal simple path. Let {p0, p1, ...., p∆−1, p∆} denote to the longest maximal
simple path, where p0 and p∆ are leaf nodes and the nodes in between are critical. If p0
is the removed node, then MPS does not initiate replacements. If p1 is the removed node,
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then the maximum number of replacements based on MPS may occur along the sequence
{p1, ...., p∆−1, p∆} resulting in ∆−1 replacements.
A biconnected graph is a connected graph that does not have any critical nodes, i.e. the
removal of any single node cannot disconnect a biconnected graph.
Remark 2. In biconnected graphs, MPS cannot achieve optimal solution for connectivity
maintenance. Using MPS, the removal of an arbitrary node initiates some replacements
even though none is necessary.
Note that MPS may not always result in the minimum number of replacements in agent
removal. For instance, if the removed agent is not a leaf node, but noncritical, MPS still
initiates a sequence of replacements as depicted in Remark 2. On the contrary, a centralized
perspective certainly identifies the criticality of a node due to the availability of the overall
graph structure.
Remark 3. The node criticality cannot be always determined with local information. As
shown in Figure 20, let G1 and G2 be an infinite cycle and infinite path graphs, respectively.
Suppose that any node in G knows its δ -hop neighborhood. Let v0 be the removed node.
In Figure 20, v0 is noncritical in G1, but critical in G2. Note that for any finite δ , v0 has
the same neighborhood in G1 and G2, hence it can not differentiate its criticality by just
looking at its δ -neighborhood.






Figure 20: Examples to graphs with infinite nodes.
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Since the criticality cannot be always determined locally, MPS may sometimes initiate
a sequence of replacements when a noncritical node is removed. This occurs due to the
limitation of local information in the computations. However, it is important to emphasize
that, for any undirected connected graph, connectivity maintenance in the presence of any
node removal is guaranteed by MPS by using only some local information. In this respect,
for all i ≥ 0, pi selects the node, pi+1, which will replace itself, from Npi \ {p0, ...., pi}.
Here, a question arises as which node from Npi \{p0, ...., pi} should be selected to increase
the efficiency of MPS. For instance, a random selection scheme requires very little infor-
mation to be shared among nodes, or a node selection based on the minimum degree may
capture the leaf node neighbors. Consequently, as the information possessed by a node
and shared in the neighborhood increases, the solution is expected to approach the optimal
solution.
5.4 Message Passing Strategy with Minimum Degree
This section introduces a heuristic algorithm for the node selection in MPS. Note that any
node using MPS randomly selects a node from its neighborhood to forward the message.
Instead of a random selection, dmin-MPS suggests to select a neighbor that has the minimum
degree in the neighborhood. Let pi be the node that will replace the message to one of its
neighbors in Npi \ {p0, ...., pi}, and let Npi \ {p0, ...., pi} contain m nodes. Suppose that
v j is the node with the minimum degree in Npi \ {p0, ...., pi}. If pi executes dmin-MPS,
then it selects pi+1 as v j with probability 1. On the other hand, pi executing MPS selects
v j with probability 1/m. Accordingly, in cases where there is an immediate leaf node
neighbor, random selection via MPS causes a longer replacement sequence with probability
(m−1)/m.
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5.5 Message Passing Strategy with δ -Criticality
This section introduces a variant of MPS, which uses δ -criticality information for each
node. Here, the δ -criticality is defined as Definition 3.
Definition 3. (δ -criticality) A node, vi, is called δ -critical if the subgraph, induced by the
δ -neighborhood of vi, is disconnected by the removal of vi; otherwise, vi is δ -noncritical.
Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph, and let vi ∈ V be δ -noncritical. Suppose that a
simple path, pnm, in G connects any arbitrary two nodes vn,vm ∈ V and includes vi as an
intermediate node. In pnm, vi appears between two of its neighbors. In the removal of vi,
there exist another path, pi, consisting of some nodes within δ hops of vi since vi is δ -
noncritical by definition. Hence, the removal of vi does not cause a disconnection between
vn and vm because vi can be replaced by pi.
Remark 4. A δ -noncritical node is always noncritical in G .
In light of Remark 4, δ -criticality is used in MPS as in Algorithm 2. In this respect, each
node knows whether itself and immediate neighbors are δ -noncritical. Note that a node can
obtain its own δ -criticality by sending a query to each node in its delta-neighborhood to
understand who is linked to whom within the delta-neighborhood. In δ -MPS, whenever
a node, pi, receives a message, it appends its own individual ID to the message likewise
MPS. Then, it selects a neighbor from the candidate set, Npi \ {p0, ..., pi}, based on δ -
criticality. In the case, where the candidate set does not contain a δ -noncritical node, pi
selects a random node from the candidate set.
It has been shown in Remark 4 that a δ -noncritical node is globally noncritical in G .
Now, a question arises as when a δ -critical node assures global criticality. In this respect,
Proposition 6 presents a sufficient condition that guarantees global node criticality by re-
lating δ to a graph structure.
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Definition 4. A chordless cycle in G is a cycle such that no two nodes of the cycle are
connected by an edge that does not itself belong to the cycle.
Proposition 6. Let cmax be the length of the longest chordless cycle in a graph. Then a
δ -critical node is globally critical in G , if δ ≥ cmax2 .
Proof. Assume that there is at least one chordless cycle in G . Let v be a noncritical node
in G , and let N δ be the δ -neighborhood of v for some δ ≥ cmax2 , where cmax is the length
of the longest chordless cycle in G . Suppose that v is a δ -critical node, then the graph,
G ′, induced by the nodes in N δ is disconnected. Now, since v is noncritical, there must
exist a shortest path between a pair of nodes (vn,vm) ∈N δ , which is not connected in G ′
but connected in G −{v}. Thus, there exist a shortest path, (vn, p∗,vm), where no elements
on p∗ is connected to v (i.e. no elements on p∗ is in N δ ). Note that (vn, p∗,vm,v,vn) is a
chordless cycle and its length, c, cannot be larger than cmax. However, v does not know the
existence of such a path, so c > 2δ , which is a contradiction because 2δ ≥ cmax ≥ c.
Now, assume that there is no chordless cycle in G , so cmax = 0. Then, G is a tree graph,
where each noncritical node is a leaf node. As such, a node can determine its criticality by
checking its degree, d, where d > 1 implies a critical node. Consequently, for any δ ≥ 0, a
δ -critical node is globally critical in G .
Corollary 3. If δ is selected based on Proposition 6, then the replacement sequence gener-
ated via δ -MPS involves only one noncritical node, which is the last node on the replace-
ment sequence.
Proof. Based on Algorithm 2, a message travels from a δ -critical node to a neighboring δ -
critical node until finding a δ -noncritical node. In the case of δ ≥ cmax2 , Proposition 6 shows
that a δ -critical node is globally critical. Hence, the replacement sequence generated via
δ -MPS contains only one noncritical node, which is the last node on the sequence.
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Algorithm 2: δ -MPS
Input : An arbitrary node, p0, from G
Out put : Connectivity maintenance in the removal of p0
Assumption : Each node shares both its ID and δ -criticality with its neighbors.
1 : initialization: pi← p0; Npi ←Np0; message← (p0);
2 : if p0 is δ -noncritical
3 : no replacements required;
4 : else
5 : while Npi \message 6= /0
6 : if any v ∈Npi \message is δ -noncritical;
7 : pi+1← v s.t. v is one of the δ -noncritical nodes;
8 : pi sends message to pi+1;
9 : pi replaces pi−1; pi+1 replaces pi;
10 : break;
11 : else
12 : pi+1← v s.t. v is randomly selected from Npi \message;
13 : pi sends message to pi+1;
14 : if i = 0
15 : pi is removed;
16 : else
17 : pi replaces pi−1;
18 : end if
19 : pi← pi+1; Npi ←Npi+1;
20 : message← (message, pi) ;
21 : end if
22 : end while
23 : end if
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Note that δ -MPS for δ = 0 is equivalent to MPS introduced in the previous section. In
this respect, a node uses its zero-neighborhood, which is only itself, to identify is criticality.
Thus, a leaf node in a graph is 0-noncritical whereas any other nodes are 0-critical. If the
removed node is not a leaf node (i.e. 0-critical), a sequence of replacements is initiated.
Consequently, the same steps are followed in MPS and 0-MPS.
Remark 5. If δ is selected in accordance with Proposition 6, a δ -critical node is always a
critical node. Hence, when a δ -critical node is removed, some replacements are necessary
for connectivity maintenance. Furthermore, Corrollary 3 indicates that unnecessary mes-
sage forwarding does not occur since the message either visits critical nodes or stops at a
noncritical node.
In executing δ -MPS, if δ is selected such that any δ -critical node is globally criti-
cal, then only globally critical nodes generate or forward replacement request messages.
Nonetheless, this is not sufficient to ensure the minimum number of replacements to recover
connectivity. For instance, if there is no δ -noncritical node in the immediate neighborhood
of a node v, then v selects a neighbor randomly for its replacement. As such, δ -MPS does
not always guarantee a shortest path to a noncritical node due to such randomizations.
In Figure 21, two cases are illustrated to discuss the optimality gap of δ -MPS. For the
tree graph shown in Figure 21(a), Proposition 6 suggests that if δ ≥ 0, then δ -criticality im-
plies global criticality. Assume that v0 is removed from the graph, and let δ be 1. From the
perspective of v0, selecting v1 or v2 is indifferent because v0 can only see GN 1 , which con-
tains the highlighted nodes in Figure 21(a). Hence, 1-MPS can result in the shortest maxi-
mal simple path as (v0,v1,v3) or the longest maximal simple path as (v0,v2, ...,vn−1,vn). In
Figure 21(b), assume that the longest chordless cycle is a triangle and δ = 2 in accordance
with Proposition 6. Like the previous case, v0 is removed from the graph and selecting v1
or v4 is indifferent for v0 (since v1 and v4 are both 2-critical.) Note that selecting v1 leads

























Figure 21: In the case of v0 is removed, (a) 1-MPS can generate the shortest sequence
as (v0,v1,v3) or the longest sequence as (v0,v2, ...,vn−1,vn), (b) 2-MPS can generate the
shortest sequence as (v0,v1,v2) or the longest sequence as (v0,v4, ...,vn−1,vn).
Consequently, the optimality of δ -MPS depends on the lengths of the maximal simple
paths between critical and noncritical nodes. On any graph G , the optimality of δ -MPS
is quantified as its maximum possible deviation (in terms of the number of replacements)
from the optimal centralized solution in any node removal.
Remark 6. For any connected G = (V,E), let Vc ⊂V be the set of critical nodes. For each
vi ∈Vc, let lmax(vi) and lmin(vi) be the lengths of the shortest and the longest maximal simple
paths from vi to any noncritical node, respectively. If δ is selected based on Proposition 6,
then δ -MPS deviates form the optimal centralized solution by at most maxvi∈Vc(lmax(vi)−
lmin(vi)).
5.6 Results
The RC problem introduced in the preceding section seeks a decentralized strategy that
results in as few as possible replacements to recover connectivity in the face of a node re-
moval. Note that minimum number of replacements can be obtained by an optimal central-
ized solution. To this end, the centralized optimal scheme identifies the closest noncritical
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node to the removed node, and then it executes the replacements along the shortest path be-
tween them. However, a centralized solution requires the availability of overall graph topol-
ogy to each agent, which becomes inefficient in large scale systems. This sections presents
some experiments to compare the optimality of δ -MPS, as well as MPS and dmin−MPS,
with respect to the optimal centralized solution. Note that the optimal centralized solution
is selected as a benchmark due to resulting in minimum number of replacements.
All simulations involve connected random geometric graphs consisting of 50 nodes.
The nodes are randomly and uniformly distributed on an area having a size of 75× 75
unit2. Different graph properties are obtained by varying the radius of connection, R, which
is assumed to be the same for each agent. For any given R, 200 connected graphs are
generated. In each simulation, a randomly selected node is removed from the graph, and
the RC problem is solved via a centralized controller, then via dmin-MPS, then via MPS,
and then via δ -MPS for δ = 1,2. The strategies are compared based on the resulting costs
that is selected as the total number of node replacements. As such, Table 2 illustrates the
mean costs of the strategies to solve the RC problem for various graph structures. For
R = 11,15,19, the distributions of average degree and graph diameter, as well as the costs,
are presented in Figures 22, 23, and 24.
Table 2: Based on 200 simulations, mean cost∗ of various strategies to recover connectivity
in graphs with 50 nodes
Graph Properties Mean Cost∗
R (unit) Mean d̄∗∗ Mean ∆ Centralized MPS dmin-MPS 1-MPS 2-MPS
11 2.65 20.97 0.725 4.570 6.330 0.895 0.835
12 3.02 18.83 0.500 6.775 8.050 0.725 0.610
13 4.11 14.94 0.225 8.720 9.585 0.410 0.305
14 4.56 13.29 0.170 9.770 11.880 0.330 0.240
15 5.14 11.64 0.120 12.085 14.930 0.240 0.205
16 5.79 10.13 0.075 14.720 16.350 0.205 0.135
17 6.47 9.02 0.040 16.935 19.545 0.165 0.075
18 7.10 8.17 0.030 19.165 23.985 0.120 0.065
19 7.80 7.49 0.025 20.340 24.125 0.105 0.050
20 8.50 6.85 0.010 23.790 29.690 0.050 0.030
∗




For graphs consisting of equal number of nodes, as the radius of connection increases,
it is more likely to have nodes with more connections and graphs with smaller diameters.
Such graphs are in general more robust to agent removal, and the average number of re-
placements needed to recover connectivity is reduced. This is illustrated in Figures 22, 23
and 24, where the cost distribution of the centralized solution is more skewed towards 0 as
the diameter decreases.
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Figure 22: For R = 11, the distributions of graph properties and mean costs for various
strategies to solve the RC problem.
Simulations indicate an interesting result when dmin-MPS and MPS are compared with
each other. Even though dmin-MPS is using more information than MPS (i.e. each agent
running dmin-MPS shares its degree and ID in its neighborhood whereas each agent using
MPS shares only its ID), it performs slightly worse than MPS. This result is justifies as
follows: suppose that the removed agent is p0 and the closest noncritical agent to p0 is pk,
whose distance to p0 is k. Let PrMPS and Prdmin−MPS denote the probabilities of finding a
k-length replacement path as (p0, p1, ..., pk) via MPS and dmin-MPS, respectively. As such,
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Figure 23: For R = 15, the distributions of graph properties and mean costs for various
strategies to solve the RC problem.
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Figure 24: For R = 19, the distributions of graph properties and mean costs for various










0≤ Prdmin−MPS ≤ 1, (13)
where Npi is the neighbor set of agent pi. For example, if pk is a leaf node (i.e. k = 1), the
randomized nature of MPS causes to select pk with a probability of 1/|Np0| whereas dmin-
MPS certainly selects pk. Nonetheless, there can be cases where Prdmin−MPS becomes zero
due to the strict selection of minimum degree neighbor, while PrMPS is always bounded
away from zero. For instance, let p0 in Figure 25 be the removed node. Then, the gray
nodes are the closest noncritical nodes to p0. Accordingly, p0 running dmin-MPS never cre-
ates a message that ends with one of the gray nodes since p0 tends to send the replacement
message to the node with a degree of 2. On the contrary, p0 utilizing MPS has a probability
of 0.5 to create a message ending with one of the gray nodes.
d = 2 d = 4p0
Figure 25: In the face of p0 removal, dmin-MPS never stops at one of the gray nodes (i.e.
closest noncritical agents) whereas MPS has a finite probability to stop at one of them.
In MPS and dmin-MPS, a replacement sequence initiates regardless of criticality unless
the removed node is a leaf node. Such schemes become inefficient in well-connected graphs
because they cause a large number of unnecessary replacements. As it is seen from Table 2,
the mean costs of MPS and dmin-MPS dramatically increase as the radius of connection
increases. On the other hand, δ -MPS incorporates the δ -criticality of nodes in replacement
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decisions. The results show that utilizing δ -criticality, even for δ=1, significantly improves
the performance of MPS. Moreover, the solutions driven by δ -MPS are observed close
to optimal for sparser graphs as indicated in Table 2. Finally, the results show that while
utilizing 1-MPS over MPS results in a significant performance improvement; using 2-MPS
over 1-MPS does not improve the optimality significantly. Hence, the simulation results
suggest that 1-MPS is a very efficient and local approach to solve the RC problem.
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CHAPTER VI
DECENTRALIZED CONNECTIVITY MAINTENANCE FOR
MULTI-AGENT SURVEILLANCE
6.1 Problem Formulation
Previously, the surveillance environment has been represented as a connected graph G ∗,
whose nodes correspond to some areas of interest. In this representation, any two nodes are
linked by an edge if the distance between them is smaller than the communication range
of the agents. For a given G ∗, let some nodes have more priority than the others. In this
setting, an MAS having a connected communication network as well as occupying the high
priority nodes becomes more preferable than an MAS having a connected communication
network but not occupying the high priority nodes.
Suppose that some agents are located on the nodes of G ∗ as in Figure 26b, where nodes
9 and 10 have high priority. In this setting, the agents’ communication network, G , is a
connected subgraph of G ∗ shown in Figure 26a. Note that G becomes disconnected in the
face of a critical agent removal such as the removal of v4 as shown in Figure 26c. Here, if
each agent utilizes δ -MPS, the connectivity of G can be recovered by a single replacement
as in Figure 26d, where v7 replaces v4. However, v7 is located on a high priority node, and
it should not accept any replacement request.
In the presence of high priority nodes in G ∗, the connectivity of G should be recovered
by not only pursuing as few as possible replacements but also ensuring the occupancy of
high priority nodes. For example, one feasible sequence of replacements is illustrated in
Figure 26e, where v4 is replaced by v3, v3 is replaced by v2, and the high priority nodes 9












































































(e) A feasible G after the removal of v4.
Figure 26: Motivation for the constrained MPS.
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Based on the presented motivation, the goal of this chapter is to answer the following
research question.
Research Question 3. In the presence of some nodes that require agent occupancy, how is
it possible to recover connectivity as few as possible replacements?
6.2 Message Passing Strategy with Constraints
Like the previous sections, the nodes of G represent the agents. Different than the previous
sections, the nodes of G may have constraints based on their locations at G ∗. In this thesis,
a node constraint is defined as follows:
Definition 5. (Node Constraint) A node in G is constrained if it can not move from its
current position unless it is removed, otherwise it is unconstrained.
In order to ensure a sequence of replacements among the unconstrained nodes, a node
should not move immediately after it sends a replacement request message as in δ -MPS.
Let v0 be the removed node, and let v3 be the constrained node in Figure 27a. Suppose that
v0 initiates the replacements by sending a replacement request message to v1 and it leaves
the system immediately. Then, v1 sends the replacement request message to v2 according
to the δ -MPS and replaces v0. Similarly, v2 sends the replacement request message to
v3, which is its only neighbor that has not received the message earlier. Accordingly, v2
replaces v1 by assuming that v3 will eventually replace itself. However, v3 is a constrained
node that will not move from its current position. As a result, the replacements result in
a reconfiguration as in Figure 27b, which illustrates a graph disconnection. In order to
avoid such cases, the feasibility of a replacement sequence should be verified before the
replacements are actually executed.
In constrained δ -MPS for δ ≥ 0, each node knows its own constraint in addition to its
individual ID and δ -criticality. Moreover, it can share these information with its immediate
neighbors. Accordingly, each node attempts to forward the replacement request message to
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Figure 27: An example where δ -MPS does not guarantee connectivity maintenance in the
presence of a constrained node.
one of its unconstrained δ -noncritical neighbors from Npi \{p0, ..., pi}. If Npi \{p0, ..., pi}
contains only constrained nodes, the sequence of selected replacements becomes infeasible.
Thus, the removed node should be informed about the infeasibility of the sequence, and it
should initiate a new replacement sequence.
Like the replacement request message, let replacement approval and replacement re-
fusal messages be passed among the nodes. In constrained δ -MPS, whenever a node, p0,
is removed, it creates a replacement request message by including its own individual ID,
picks an unconstrained neighbor p1 from Np0 in order to send the message, and records
the ID of p1. Similar to δ -MPS, if an unconstrained δ -critical node, pi, receives a replace-
ment request message, it appends its own individual ID to the message and sends it to one
of its unconstrained neighbors from the candidate set, Npi \ {p0, ..., pi}. Accordingly, if
the message passing stops at pn, which is a δ -noncritical unconstrained node, pn creates
a replacement approval message by copying the replacement request message it has re-
ceived. Then, it sends the approval message to the last node on the sequence, i.e. pn−1.
Note that the replacement request message is an ordered sequence of nodes. Whenever a
node p j receives an approval message from p j+1, it sends the message to p j−1 and replaces
p j−1. As a result, a replacement proceeds only if a node receives a replacement request and
a replacement approval messages. Moreover, p0 leaves the graph whenever the approval
message reaches it.
If a replacement request message reaches a constrained node pi+1 (i.e. Npi \{p0, ..., pi}
contains only constrained nodes), pi+1 creates a replacement refusal message by replicating
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the replacement request message received from pi and sends it to pi. Whenever a node p j
receives a refusal message from p j+1, it sends the message to p j−1. Consequently, when
the refusal message reaches p0, it creates a new replacement request message by selecting
another neighbor from Np0 \ p1, where p1 was the neighbor of p0 it selected in the previous
replacement sequence. Note that a major assumption in the execution of constrained MPS
is that the message forwarding is much faster than the movement of agents.
Definition 6. (Connected component) A connected component is a maximal connected sub-
graph of G .
Remark 7. Each node belongs to exactly one connected component of G .
Proposition 7. Let v′ be any critical node in a connected graph G . If the removal of v′
partitions G into n connected components, then G has at least n noncritical nodes.
Proof. Let G1,...,Gn denote the connected components of G after the removal of vi. Note
that for each Gi, at least one node in Gi is an immediate neighbor of v′. Let (p0, p1, ...., pm)
be a maximal simple path where p0 = v′ and any pi+1 is selected from Npi \{p0, p1, ...., pi}
as in MPS. Note that if MPS is initiated by v′ and p1 is a node in Gi, then the rest of the
nodes on the sequence are also in Gi. Moreover, the last node on the sequence is noncritical
because MPS always stops at a noncritical node as shown in Proposition 2. This implies
that any Gi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n contains at least one noncritical node. Thus, if the removal of vi
causes n number of connected components, then G has at least n noncritical nodes.
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Algorithm 3: Constrained δ -MPS
Input : An arbitrary node, p0, from G
Out put : Connectivity maintenance in the removal of p0
Assumption : Each node shares its unique node ID, δ -criticality, and constraint with its neighbors.
1 : initialization: pi← p0; Npi ←Np0 ; RequestMessage← (p0); ApprovalMessage← /0; Re f usalMessage← /0;
2 : if p0 is a δ -noncritical and an unconstrained node
3 : no replacements required;
4 : else
5 : while Npi \RequestMessage 6= /0
6 : if Npi \RequestMessage contains at least one unconstrained node
7 : if An unconstrained node in Npi \RequestMessage is δ -noncritical
8 : pi+1← v s.t. v is one of the δ -noncritical unconstrained nodes;
9 : pi sends RequestMessage to pi+1;
10 : pi← pi+1; RequestMessage← (RequestMessage, pi);
11 : break;
12 : else
13 : pi+1← v s.t. v is one of the unconstrained δ -critical nodes in Npi \RequestMessage;
14 : if RequestMessage = (p0)
15 : saveID = pi+1;
16 : end if
17 : pi sends RequestMessage to pi+1;
18 : pi← pi+1; Npi ←Npi+1; RequestMessage← (RequestMessage, pi) ;
19 : end if
20 : else
21 : Re f usalMessage← RequestMessage ;
22 : for j = length(RequestMessage) to 2
23 : p j sends Re f usalMessage to p j−1;
24 : end for
25 : Npi ← (Np0 \ saveID); RequestMessage← (p0); ApprovalMessage← /0; Re f usalMessage← /0;
26 : end if
27 : end while
28 : ApprovalMessage← RequestMessage ;
29 : for j = length(RequestMessage) to 1
30 : p j sends ApprovalMessage to p j−1; p j replaces p j−1;
31 : end for
32 : end if
33 : p0 is removed;
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Proposition 8. Let v′ be any node in a connected graph G = (V,E). There always exist a
simple path, p, from any critical node in V \{v′} to a noncritical node such that v′ is not in
p.
Proof. Let vc be any critical node in G , and let p be any simple path from vc to a noncritical
node, vnc,1. This proposition is proven in two parts: 1) Assume that v′ is a noncritical node
and p′ contains v′ as p′ = (vc, ...,vi,v′,v j...,vnc,1). If v′ is removed from G , vi does not dis-
connect from v j because there exist another path pi, j that connects vi to v j after the removal
of v′. Hence, there always exist a path from vc to vnc1 as p′′ = (vc, ...,vi, pi, j,vi+1...,vnc,1)
that does not contain v′. Note that any path (e.g. p′′) contains a simple path. Hence, there
is a simple path p in p′′ such that v′ is not in p. 2) Assume that v′ is a critical node, and
its removal from G causes n number of connected components as G1,...,Gn. Let vc be a
node in G j. If the simple path p from vc to vnc,1 contains v′, then vnc,1 should be a node
in another Gi, where i 6= j. Note that each Gi has at least one noncritical node as shown
in Proposition 7. Hence, there always exist a path from vc to a noncritical node without
containing v′.
Proposition 9. Let v′ ∈ V be the only constrained node in a connected graph G = (V,E).
Assume that δ is selected according to Proposition 6. After an arbitrary node removal, the
constrained δ -MPS ensures a connected G without violating the node constraint.
Proof. Let p0 be the removed node in G . 1) If p0 is a δ -noncritical unconstrained node,
the constrained δ -MPS stops with a request message {p0}, which is not forwarded to any
other nodes. Thus, p0 is removed from the graph. 2) If p0 is the constrained node v′
(either δ -critical or δ -noncritical), the constrained δ -MPS initiates the message forwarding
among the unconstrained nodes of G . Consequently, the constrained δ -MPS algorithm
never executes the lines between 20 and 26. Whenever the request message reaches a δ -
noncritical node, the approval message is forwarded accordingly. Finally, the connectivity
of the communication graph is maintained, and the node constraint is not violated because
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v′ is replaced by another node and the replacing node becomes the new constrained node.
3) If p0 is a δ -critical unconstrained node, then it initiates the message forwarding until an
approval message reaches itself. Note that based on Proposition 6 and Proposition 8, there
always exist a simple path from the removed node (i.e. critical node) to a noncritical node
without including v′. Hence, the constrained δ -MPS results in a sequence of replacements
that is a simple path from the removed node to a noncritical node without including v′.
Therefore, the connectivity is maintained without violating the node constraint after the
removal of p0.
Corollary 4. For a connected tree graph G , let v′ be the only constrained node in G . As-
sume that an arbitrary node other than v′ is removed from G , and utilizing the constrained
δ -MPS results in a connected graph G+ after the node removal. Let d′ and d′+ denote the
maximum distances from v′ to any node in G and G+, respectively. Then d′+ ≤ d′.
Proof. Assume that v1 is the furthest point to v′ in G . Then p′ = (v′,vn, ...,v2,v1) has a
length of d′. Note that v1 is a noncritical node. Let vi be the removed node in G . 1) If
vi = v1, then no replacements are required. After the removal of v1, the furthest node to v′
becomes v2 and d′+ becomes d
′−1. 2) If vi is a node on p′ other than v1, then a sequence
of replacements will be proceeded because vi is a critical node. For i > 1, if all neigh-
bors of vi are on p′, i.e. Nvi = {vi−1,vi+1}, then the path (v′,vn, ...,vi+1,vi,vi−1, ...v2,v1)
becomes (v′,vn, ...,vi+1,vi−1, ...v2,v1) after the replacements. Thus, the distance from v′
to v1 becomes d′− 1. 3) For i > 1, if vi has a neighbor, vk, other than vi−1 and vi+1,
then the path from v′ to v1, i.e. (v′,vn, ...,vi+1,vi,vi−1, ...v2,v1), can alternatively become
(v′,vn, ...,vi+1,vk,vi−1, ...v2,v1) after the replacements. Hence, the distance from v′ to v1
stays d′.
Remark 8. Let v′ be the only constrained node in a connected tree graph G = (V,E).
Suppose that |V |-1 nodes are sequentially removed from G . Then, the final graph after the
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removal of |V |-1 nodes becomes a single node v′.
Corollary 5. Let V ′ be the set of all constrained nodes in G = (V,E), and let n be the length
of the shortest path that contains all nodes in V ′. Assume that δ is selected according
to Proposition 6. For any arbitrary node removal, if the constrained δ -MPS maintains
connectivity without violating the constraints, then |V |−1≥ n.
Proof. Assume that G = (V,E) has initially n number of nodes. Then G corresponds to p
that is the shortest path containing all nodes in V ′. Note that p starts and ends with a node
from V ′, so any node removal in p initiates the replacements. However, the replacements
do not stop at a noncritical node, because all noncritical nodes in G are constrained, and
they cannot accept any replacement request. Consequently, if one of the constrained nodes
at the beginning and end of the path is removed, the resulting graph becomes connected but
violates the node constraints. Otherwise, the resulting graph becomes disconnected due
to not proceeding a necessary sequence of replacements. Hence, the constrained δ -MPS
cannot maintain connectivity without violating the constraints, if |V |< n+1.
6.3 Results
In this section, some experiments are conducted to compare the outcomes of no control
strategy, the δ -MPS, and the constrained δ -MPS. In accordance with the persistent surveil-
lance problem, let a surveillance area be represented as a connected graph that contains 7
unconstrained and 1 constrained nodes (i.e. points of interest) as in Figure 28. Here, the
constrained node denotes the position, where an agent can directly communicate with the
base.
In this scenario, suppose that there exist 8 agents, each of which is located on the nodes
of the graph as in Figure 29. Note that information flows from any agent to the base as long
as an agent is located on the constrained node (e.g. agent 5 is located on the highlighted
constrained node). Based on the initial setting as in Figure 29, agent 5 should not move
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Figure 28: A surveillance area involving 1 base, 7 unconstrained nodes, and 1 constrained
node.
from its position except its removal. Moreover, if it is removed from the system, a sequence
of replacements should be pursued to occupy the constrained node.















Figure 29: Initial MAS containing 8 agents, one of which is located on the constrained
node.
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An experiment is performed in order to compare the performance of no control startegy,
1-MPS, and the constrained 1-MPS. Accordingly, a randomly selected agent is removed
from the surveillance area at each time step, and the graph evolution (i.e. the communica-
tion network of the remaining agents) is inspected as illustrated in Figures 30 and 31.
At t = 1, agent 1 leaves the surveillance area. As seen from Figure 30a, utilizing no con-
trol strategy causes a graph disconnection whereas 1-MPS and the constrained 1-MPS re-
covers the connectivity with one replacement (i.e. agent 2 replaces agent 1). At t = 2, agent
5 leaves the surveillance area. From the connectivity perspective, it is a noncritical agent
so its removal does not actually cause a graph disconnection. However, its removal causes
the constrained node become unoccupied, thus information does not flow from agents to
the base. As seen from Figure 30b, 1-MPS does not result in any replacements, and the
remaining agents on the surveillance area maintain a connected communication network
among each other. However, they become disconnected from the base due to the unoccu-
pied constrained node. On the contrary, the constrained 1-MPS leads a sequence of five
replacements as follows: agent 5 is replaced by agent 6, agent 6 is replaced by agent 2,
agent 2 is replaced by agent 4, agent 4 is replaced by agent 7, and agent 7 is replaced by
agent 8. In this respect, agents relocate to occupy the constrained node and to maintain
network connectivity.
At t = 3, agent 3 leaves the surveillance area. Since agent 3 is noncritical, both 1-MPS
and the constrained 1-MPS do not drive agents to replace each other. However, due to the
previous graph configuration at t = 2, the MAS using 1-MPS maintains connectivity within
itself but disconnects from the base. On the other hand, the MAS using the constrained 1-
MPS maintains connectivity within itself and with the base. Moreover, the MAS using no
control strategy has two connected components, and it is disconnected from the base.
At t = 4, agent 2 leaves the surveillance area. Since it is a critical agent, both 1-MPS
and the constrained 1-MPS drive agents to relocate on the surveillance area. Using 1-MPS
results in agent 6 replacing agent 2. On the other hand, utilizing the constrained 1-MPS
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leads agents to perform the following replacements: agent 4 replaces agent 2, agent 7
replaces agent 4, and agent 8 replaces agent 7. As a result, two connected components,
which do not connect with the base, exist by using no control strategy. One connected
component, but disconnected from the base, occurs via 1-MPS. Finally, one connected
component, as well as connected with the base, occurs with the constrained 1-MPS.
At t = 5, agent 8 leaves the surveillance area. Since it is a noncritical agent in all graph
configurations, no replacements are required. However, due to being disconnected at t = 4,
the graphs continue to be disconnected from the base via no control strategy and 1-MPS at
t = 5. On the other hand, the constrained 1-MPS ensures the connectivity.
Finally, at t = 6, agent 7 leaves the surveillance area. Eventually, agents 4 and 6 exist
on the surveillance area. As seen from Figure 31c, the last two agents are connected and do
not violate the node constraint via the constrained 1-MPS. On the other hand, 1-MPS leads
to a connected configuration, where no agent occupies the constrained node. Moreover, if
agent 4 leaves the surveillance area at the next time step, the constrained 1-MPS results
in a graph consisting only 1 agent locating on the constrained node. On the other hand,
if agent 6 leaves the area at t = 7, then agent 4 replaces it and occupies the constrained
node. As it is seen from the simulations, the constrained node behaves as if it is an attractor
for the agents. Consequently, the simulations demonstrated that the constrained δ -MPS is
a locally applicable decentralized strategy that ensures connectivity and occupancy of the
constrained node at all time.
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(a) Resulting graphs after the removal of agent 1 at t = 1










































(b) Resulting graphs after the removal of agent 5 at t = 2







































(c) Resulting graphs after the removal of agent 3 at t = 3
Figure 30: Graph evolution via various strategies at t = 1,2,3.
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(a) Resulting graphs after the removal of agent 2 at t = 4

































(b) Resulting graphs after the removal of agent 8 at t = 5






























(c) Resulting graphs after the removal of agent 7 at t = 6
Figure 31: Graph evolution via various strategies at t = 4,5,6.
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CHAPTER VII
ENERGY-AWARE PERSISTENT SURVEILLANCE WITH
MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS
In a multi-agent system, each agent typically senses its environment, processes the gathered
information, and makes a decision about its next action. In physical systems, agent actions
typically require some energy consumption. Hence, it is crucial for an agent to be aware of
its remaining energy when planning its actions. For example, in a multi-UAV surveillance
mission, each UAV is a valuable asset that has a limited fuel capacity. Hence, each UAV
should be aware of its remaining fuel, and it should maintain a sufficient amount of fuel in
order to safely return to base at any instant. Hence, designing energy-aware strategies for
multi-agent surveillance systems is essential for desired mission outcomes. In this respect,
the motivation of this chapter is based on the following research question:
Research Question 4. How is it possible to design an energy-aware (preferably decentral-
ized) strategy that results in efficient persistent surveillance operations?
This chapter presents two approaches for the design of energy-aware strategies that can
be applicable to networked multi-agent systems. First, a centralized strategy is obtained
via a Markov decision process (MDP) formulation and its approximate dynamic program-
ming solution. Second, some decentralized strategies are proposed as alternatives to the
centralized strategy. Finally, the last section compares the performance of the presented
centralized and decentralized strategies through simulations.
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7.1 Markov Decision Process
Markov decision process is a mathematical framework that models decision making in a
stochastic system (e.g. [92, 100]). A discrete time MDP is defined by a tuple {X,U,P,g}
as follows:
• X is the finite state space.
• U is the finite set of actions available at each time step.
• P are the transition probabilities such that p(x+|x,u)∈P is the probability of mov-
ing from state x to state y by taking action u.
• g : (x,u)→ R is the cost incurred due to taking action u ∈ U when in state x ∈ X.
Let the history at time t be the sequence of states and actions as well as the current state
as h(t) = {x(0),u(0),x(1),u(1), ....,x(t− 1),u(t− 1),x(t)}. Let µ denote a policy. Then,
a policy is a mapping from the state space to the action space as µ : X → U, which can
choose an action based on the current state of the system at time t. Accordingly, the main
objective in an MDP formulation is to find an optimal policy that minimizes the overall











))∣∣∣x(0) = x], (14)
where γ ∈ [0,1] is a discount factor, and T can be finite or infinite.
An MDP problem can be solved by various optimization techniques such as linear pro-
gramming or dynamic programming (e.g. [73, 111]). For example, linear programming
deals with problems that have linear objectives and constraints, while dynamic program-
ming depicts a recursive solution technique that can be applicable to a wider range of
problems having linear or nonlinear equations (e.g. [49, 74]).
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7.1.1 Dynamic Programming Preliminaries
Dynamic programming is an optimization method that solves complex problems by break-
ing them down into simpler sub-problems (e.g. [24]). As such, a larger solution is syn-
thesized from smaller sub-solutions, and a sequential procedure is utilized to optimize a
desired objective function. A dynamic programming algorithm tries many possibilities and
choices before it arrives at the optimal set of choices. The foundation of dynamic program-
ming is based on Bellman’s principle of optimality.
Theorem 2. (Bellman’s principle of optimality) From any point on an optimal trajectory,
the remaining trajectory is optimal for the corresponding problem over the remaining num-
ber of stages or time interval initiated at that point.
Given a finite MDP formulation, for any policy µ and a cost function as in (14), a












Note that for the expected total discounted cost, there exists a policy, µ∗, that minimizes
the cost-to-go for all initial states. Accordingly, the minimum cost-to-go J∗ is unique and










In this section, the energy-aware persistent surveillance problem is formulated as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) and solved via approximate dynamic programming. Let a finite
coordinate space, C, denote all possible coordinates an agent can be on a surveillance area,
and let a finite energy space, F, denote all discretized energy levels an agent can have
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during a mission. Accordingly ci(t) ∈ C is the coordinate of agent i at time t, and fi(t) ∈ F
is the remaining energy agent i has at time t. Let the overall state space X be C×F. Then,
the state of agent i at time t is denoted by xi(t) = (ci(t), fi(t)), where xi(t) ∈ X.
In this thesis, agents are assigned to some points to monitor a local region around the
point. Accordingly, each agent’s action refers to the coordinate of its target point. Since a
surveillance area is assumed to have a finite number of monitoring points, each agent has
a finite number of actions at each time step. Let U denote the admissible action space that
contains the coordinates of the nodes (i.e. monitoring points) and the base. Then, the action
of agent i at time t, ui(t), is its target coordinate. Note that ui(t) drives the state of agent i to
a new coordinate and a new energy level. Accordingly, if an agent takes action ui(t) ∈ U,
its state at the next time step, i.e. xi(t +1) =
(
ci(t +1), fi(t +1)
)


















where Vi is the maximum velocity of agent i, cbase is the coordinate of the base, and the











∆ fcruise, if ci(t) 6= ui(t)
∆ floiter, if ci(t) = ui(t).
(19)
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Let X (t) = {x1(t), ...,xn(t)} and U (t) = {u1(t), ...,un(t)} denote the set of states and
the set of actions of n agents at time t. The overall objective function in the persistent
surveillance mission is defined as the summation of the node ages as in (7). Moreover, the
age of a node depicts the duration of time the base has not received any information from it
at time t. The recursive dynamics of node age is given in (5). Note that the age of a node is
a function of the history of the agent states, i.e. α j(t) = α j(X (0), ...,X (t)). Accordingly,
the objective function in (15) can be rewritten as
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where V is the set of nodes, T is the overall mission horizon, and
g
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α j(t +1). (21)
The persistent surveillance problem considered in this thesis is a long-run mission, and
the agents may need to return to the base for replenishing their energies. In order to avoid
any crash due to running out of energy, each agent needs to maintain a sufficient amount











is the required energy for agent i to return to the base from the coordinate
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∀i and ∀t ∈ [0,T ].
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The agents states have nonlinear dynamics as given in (17) and (18). The MDP problem
posed in (23), containing nonlinear objective and constraint, can be solved via dynamic
programming. A dynamic programming solution requires the computation of all possible
states and their corresponding costs-to-go over the time horizon [0,T ]. Given a set of initial
states for n agents, i.e. X0 = X where X ∈ Rn×2, the total number of combined actions
at any t is (|V |+1)n , so U ∈R(|V |+1)n , where |V |+1 denotes the total number of feasible
target states (including all nodes and the base). Accordingly, the costs-to-go over the time
horizon [0,T ] can be computed by considering (|V |+ 1)nT possibilities. Here, as T or
the number of nodes or agents increase, the required number of computations increases
exponentially.
As depicted before, this thesis focuses on long-run persistent surveillance missions.
Even though n or |V | is assumed small, computing the optimal solution severely suffers
from the curse of dimensionality if a large T is considered. One way to reduce the problem
complexity is to use approximations in the solution. Recently, a great amount of interest has
been devoted to approximate dynamic programming, where the researchers relax the prob-
lem by reducing the state-space, using approximate functions for the objective function, or
optimizing over a shorter time horizon, to name a few (e.g. [8], [23], [99], [130], [67]).
In this section, the MDP problem depicted in (23) is solved via approximate dynamic
programming, where two relaxation methods are adopted. First, the objective function
is optimized over a shorter time horizon. Accordingly, a sequence of optimal actions
(U (t), ...,U (t + τ)) are computed at any t by solving (23) from t to t + τ , where τ << T .
Moreover, a receding horizon control is used to enable action correction at any time step.
Note that receding horizon control is a well-studied control approach in the literature
(e.g. [79], [19], [47]). Accordingly, an optimal course of action is computed at each time
step by solving an optimization problem over a short time interval. This implies that only
U (t) is selected from (U (t), ...,U (t + τ)). Hence, U (t + 1) is computed by finding the
optimal sequence of actions to minimize (23) over [t +1, t +1+τ]. Here, the goal of using
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the receding horizon control is to mitigate the deviation of the suboptimal solution from the
optimal one.
Second, some conditions are derived to reduce the size of the action space.
Definition 7. (Crash-free action) An action ui(t) is called crash-free, if the corresponding


















< fCri (ci(t +1)). Then the only crash-free action is ui(t) = cbase.




, which implies that agent
i is operating on the surveillance area (i.e. either in cruise or loiter mode) with enough




< fCri (ci(t + 1)) for all
possible ui(t) 6= cbase, then ui(t) 6= cbase cannot be a crash-free action due to Definition 7.
Hence, the only crash-free action becomes ui(t) = cbase
Remark 10. Let ∑ j∈V α j(t) = 0 and let ui(t) = ci(t) be crash-free for all i. Then ui(t) =
ci(t) minimizes ∑ j∈V α j(t +1).
According to Remark 10, ∑ j∈V α j(t) = 0, which implies that the base collects the max-
imum amount of information. Then, ui(t) = ci(t) leads agents not to move from their
coordinates. Thus, ∑ j∈V α j(t +1) = 0.
7.3 Decentralized Approach
In the previous section, an approximate dynamic programming solution is discussed for the
solution of (23). Accordingly, the states of all agents are assumed to be available to the base,
and the base computes a sequence of optimal actions based on the proposed approximate
solution. Even though the approximate solution is relaxed by reducing the action space and
optimizing over a shorter time interval, it is not a scalable approach since it requires the
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states of all the agents. Note that as the number of actions increases, the tractability of the
agent states become harder from the base perspective. Therefore, this thesis proposes an
efficient locally applicable strategy that achieves energy-aware persistent surveillance in a
decentralized fashion.
In a typical persistent surveillance mission, there exist three major tasks, whose efficient
implementation greatly improves the surveillance performance. The first task is how to
assign nodes to agents. An efficient node assignment strategy minimizes the summation of
node ages. The second task is to design efficient return schedules for agents to replenish
energy. An effective return strategy not only prevents agents to run out of energy but also
enables agents to stay on the surveillance area as long as possible. Finally, the third task
is to relocate agents after an agent leaves the surveillance area. An efficient relocation
strategy mitigates the increase in the summation of node ages due to an agent leave. In
this thesis, an energy-aware decentralized strategy is proposed to reduce the amount of
computations made by the base. Accordingly, the base only tracks the ages of the nodes
based on its communication with the agents. Moreover, it assigns nodes to agents only
if they come back to the base for refueling/recharging. Apart from that, each agent is
assumed to operate autonomously in making decisions about return and relocation based
on its individual state and the information it gathers from its vicinity.
7.3.1 Node Assignment Policy
In the persistent surveillance problem, the major tasks of the base are tracking the ages of
the nodes and assigning a node to an agent whenever it is ready to return to the mission
area. At the beginning of each mission, the base randomly assigns a single node to each
agent. As the agents operate at the surveillance area, the base tracks the ages of the nodes
by considering the age dynamics introduced in (5). Accordingly, the ages of m nodes(
α1(t), ...,αm(t)
)
are always available to the base at any time t. During the mission, let
agent i return to base and replenish its energy. Then, the base needs to assign a node
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to agent i. For the computation of the assignments, suppose that the base uses a greedy
strategy for the node assignment. As such, agent i is assigned to the node j, which is the






In this thesis, each agent makes its own decision about when to return to the base. As such,
it is crucial to design a locally applicable return strategy that avoids an agent to have unsafe
states (e.g. running out of fuel/energy without reaching the base). Note that fCri (ci(t))
denote the energy required for agent i to go from its current position, ci(t), to the base,
cbase. Suppose that each agent can estimate fCri (ci(t)). An effective return policy must
ensure that fi(t) will not be less than fCri (ci(t)) at any instant during the mission. Note that
this is also the constraint of the MDP problem depicted in (23). This thesis presents two
types of return policies as follows.
7.3.2.1 Deterministic Return Policy
The deterministic return policy is the most trivial one that changes an agent’s action when-
ever its energy state approaches to the critical energy level. Let β > 0 denote some amount
of buffer energy. Then, an agent utilizing the deterministic policy compares its energy
state, fi(t) with a critical energy threshold, fCri (ci(t))+β , at any instant. Whenever fi(t)
becomes less than the critical energy threshold, then the agent returns to the base, i.e.
ui(t) = cbase. The flow diagram of the deterministic policy is illustrated in Figure 32.
7.3.2.2 Randomized Return Policy
The agents using the deterministic return policy do not coordinate with each other when
taking a return action. In case of the majority of agents reach their critical energy thresh-
old, the deterministic policy leads agents to return to base simultaneously, which causes a
huge degradation in situational awareness for some time instances. One way to avoid this
situation is that an agent can communicate with the neighbors in the vicinity and make a
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YES NO
fi(t) ≤ fCri (ci(t)) + β
Node assignment:
ui(t) ∈ U
ui(t+ 1) = ui(t)ui(t+ 1) = cbase
Figure 32: The flow diagram of the deterministic return policy.
return decision based on its individual as well as its neighbors’ energy states. However,
this increases the communication load of an agent. Alternatively, an agent may return to
the base with a small probability even though its remaining energy has not approached the
critical energy threshold. In this manner, random returns to the base increase the control of
the base on the surveillance area by performing more frequent node assignments. The flow
diagram of the randomized return policy is illustrated in Figure 33.
YES NO





(w.p. : with probability)
ui(t+ 1) = ui(t)ui(t+ 1) = cbase
Figure 33: The flow diagram of the randomized return policy.
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Note that if the probability to return to base (Prrand) is too large, then the agents fre-
quently return to the base with plenty of energy remaining, which causes an ineffective use
of the overall energy capacity. On the other hand, if Prrand = 0, then it is equivalent to
the deterministic return policy. Therefore, the probability to return to base behaves like a
tuning parameter to vary the performance of the MAS.
7.3.3 Relocation Policies
Whenever an agent leaves the surveillance area, the rest of the agents on the surveillance
area are assumed to make their own decisions for their relocation. As discussed in the
previous sections of this thesis, an agent leave (i.e. removal) may cause a disconnection in
the communication network. In case of a disconnection, some of the agents cannot send
any monitoring information back to the base. For example, if agent i monitors node j and
there is a disconnection between agent i and the base, then the age of node j increases
even though it is monitored by agent i. Thus, an efficient relocation policy is expected to
maintain the network connectivity in the face of any agent removal.
7.3.3.1 Replacement Policy
In Chapter 5, the constrained δ -MPS has been proposed as an effective connectivity re-
covery strategy for persistent surveillance missions. Accordingly, the constrained δ -MPS
recovers connectivity through as few as possible replacements while agents never lose com-
munication with the base. Hence, if each agent utilizes the constrained δ -MPS during a
mission, then a connected communication network including the base exists all the time.
7.3.3.2 NoReplacement Policy
In order to observe the effect of the replacement policy, the noReplacement policy is pro-
posed as a counter strategy. As such, agents do not relocate themselves in any condition.
In other words, the action of each agent changes only if the agent completes refueling or
recharging after its return to the base.
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Note that a relocation policy does not only imply the maintenance of network connec-
tivity. Even though a connected network is present, there can be cases where some nodes
can be unoccupied. In that case, agents may need to patrol the surveillance area to minimize
the node ages. However, one critical issue is to ensure connectivity with the base as fre-
quently as possible to be able to send the new information. For instance, the authors of [29]
propose a decentralized connectivity strategy for robotic swarms that patrol the surveillance
area in a coordinated fashion and by considering the communication constraints. Alterna-
tively, this thesis suggests a decentralized strategy that comprises the replacement and the
randomized policies mentioned above. Accordingly, the replacement policy ensures con-
nectivity with the base in the face of an agent leave. Instead of designing a strategy for
agents to provide coordinated movement on the surveillance area, the randomized policy is
utilized by each agent to result in random returns to the base, which increases the control
of the base over the surveillance area.
7.4 Results
The preceding sections have presented some possible centralized and decentralized solu-
tions for energy-aware persistent surveillance. As depicted, a centralized solution becomes
computationally inefficient as the number of states increases in a problem. Overcoming
this issue motivates the development of decentralized solutions. In this section, a set of ex-
periments are performed to investigate the outcomes of persistent multi-agent surveillance
under different control strategies. In order to understand the effectiveness of the decentral-
ized energy-aware strategies, their results are compared with the centralized strategy that is
considered as a benchmark. Note that the centralized strategy uses approximate dynamic
programming with a receding horizon optimization for the decision of actions, whereas the
decentralized strategies suggest locally applicable rules for the agents.
For all practical purposes, a simple representative scenario is considered as follows:
suppose that the surveillance area contains a base and three nodes (i.e. monitoring points)
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as illustrated in Figure 34. Note that node 1 in Figure 34 is constrained because an agent
on nodes 2 or 3 can only send information back to the base as long as there exist an agent












Figure 34: A canonical scenario used in the experiments to investigate energy-aware strate-
gies.
Let ti j denote the duration of time to go from node i to node j, and suppose that ti j
is equal to t ji. In the representative scenario, let each ti j be 1. This implies that an agent
travels from the base to node 1 in one time step. Similarly, an agent travels from node 1 to
nodes 2 or 3 in one time step, too. Moreover, let fi j denote the required energy for an agent
to go from node i to node j, and assume that any fi j is equal to f ji. Note that an agent may
not necessarily visit node 1 to travel from the base to nodes 2 or 3, or vice versa.
f42 ≤ f41 + f12 , t42 ≤ t41 + t12 (24)
f43 ≤ f41 + f13 , t43 ≤ t41 + t13 (25)
f23 ≤ f21 + f13 , t23 ≤ t21 + t13 (26)
In the experiments, three derivatives of the centralized strategy are created by assuming
different prediction horizons, i.e. τ . On the other hand, various decentralized strategies
are designed by selecting a combination of a node assignment, a return, and a relocation
policies. The experimented strategies are displayed in Table 3.
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Table 3: Experimented energy-aware strategies.
Centralized Decentralized
Prediction Horizon Node Assignment Policy Return Policy Relocation Policy




Strategy 4 × × ×
Strategy 5 × × ×
Strategy 6 × × ×
Strategy 7 × × ×
In the following parts, the performance (i.e. J in (7) and the mean of J) of each
strategy is presented individually. Note that J is the summation of node ages along the
mission horizon, which quantifies the overall degradation in situational awareness. On
the other hand, J̄ is the time average of J, which denotes the average age of a node
during a mission. The smaller values are desirable both for J and J̄. In simulations,
each strategy in Table 3 is executed at missions having various time horizons, i.e. T =
{250,500,750,1000,1250,1500,1750,2000}. Moreover, for each T , the strategies involv-
ing randomness are repeated 100 times in order to inspect the variability in their results.
The results of the experimented strategies are illustrated in Figures 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43, and 44. These figures show J and J̄ of each strategy with respect to various
mission horizons. The results of the strategies including randomness are displayed by a
box plot, which shows the variability of J and J̄ for a particular mission horizon.
Based on the canonical problem, a central authority using Strategy 1 makes a decision
for the actions of three agents by considering their four feasible locations in the next 1 time
step. Accordingly, it evaluates the outcome of 64 possible agent configurations (i.e. 43τ
where τ = 1). Only looking 1 step ahead causes some variability in the results of Strategy
1, which are illustrated in Figures 35 and 36. As seen from Figure 35, the variability
of J increases as the mission horizon increases. Moreover, Figure 36 illustrates that the
variability in J̄ is more significant in short missions than the longer missions. Finally, the
median of J̄ mostly stays in the range of (0.4,0.5) that is displayed as the horizontal lines
in the box plots.
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In the canonical problem shown in Figure 34, an agent can go from any node to an
adjacent node in 1 time step. Moreover, an agent can go from any node to another node
in 2 time steps because the graph has a diameter of 2. Accordingly, any strategy having
a prediction horizon more than or equal to 2 can observe the consequences of all possible
actions that drive agents from their current state to any state in the state-space. The results
of Strategies 2 and 3 are illustrated in Figures 37 and 38, where no variability is observed in
the performance. As illustrated in Figure 38, the medians of J̄ for both strategies stay in the
range of (0.34,0.38) as the mission horizon varies. Moreover, the values of J in Figure 37
are often smaller than the values in Figure 35, which indicates that the performances of
Strategies 2 and 3 are potentially better than the performance of Strategy 1. Note that in
return for performance improvement, action selection through Strategies 2 and 3 require
the evaluation of 4096 (i.e. 43τ where τ = 2) and 262144 (i.e. 43τ where τ = 3) possible
agent configurations, respectively.
Strategy 4 differs from the previous strategies due to being decentralized, and its results
are illustrated in Figures 37 and 38. Note that the results do not involve any variability
because it is a deterministic strategy. As seen from the figures, Strategy 4 performs poorer
than Strategies 2 and 3 (e.g. the lines in Figure 37 are diverging from each other as the
mission horizon increases). Moreover, Figure 38 illustrates that the median of J̄ for Strategy
4 mostly stays in the range of (0.44,0.46) for various mission horizons, which is worse than
the median J̄ of Strategies 2 and 3.
The results of Strategy 5 are illustrated in Figures 39 and 40. Note that this strategy is
decentralized, and it employs the randomized return policy. As seen from the results, ran-
dom agent returns create a variability in J̄, whose median stays in the range of (0.45,0.48)
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Figure 36: Box plot for the mean of node ages vs. the mission horizon via Strategy 1
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Figure 37: The summation of node ages vs. the mission horizon via Strategies 2,3,4


































Figure 38: The mean of node ages vs. the mission horizon via Strategies 2,3,4
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Strategies 6 and 7 differ from Strategies 4 and 5 by employing the replacement policy
for the relocation of agents after an agent removal. The results of both strategies are ob-
served better than the results of Strategies 4 and 5. This shows that utilizing the replacement
policy can greatly improve the mission performance.
In addition to the replacement policy, Strategy 6 employs a deterministic return policy,
whose results are illustrated in Figures 41 and 42. Note that the performance variability
in this strategy is due to the randomly selected agents for the replacements. As seen from
Figure 42, the median of J̄ stays in the range of (0.37,0.38). On the other hand, the results
of Strategy 7 are illustrated in Figures 43 and 44, which exhibit slightly worse performance
than Strategy 6. This is due to the random returns of agents.
Finally, the summary of the results are illustrated in Table 4. The best performance is
obtained via Strategies 2 and 3, which are centralized strategies employing approximate
dynamic programming. As a decentralized solution, Strategies 6 and 7 perform close to
Strategies 2 and 3. Here, it is important to emphasize that the computational complexity
of centralized solutions are significantly higher than the decentralized ones. For example,
using Strategy 3 in the canonical problem for a mission horizon of 2000 took approximately
33 hours on a 3.40GHz Intel Core i7 PC (for the same scenario, using Strategy 6 or 7
took less than 1 minute on the same PC). Consequently, the simulation results suggest that
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Figure 44: Box plot for the mean of node ages vs. the mission horizon via Strategy 7
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Table 4: Summary of the experimented energy-aware strategies.
Mission horizon (T )
250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000
J
Strategy 1 [58,200] [156,350] [253,489] [333,596] [486,815] [578,889] [653,1046] [717,1132]
Strategy 2 86 182 278 374 470 554 650 746
Strategy 3 86 182 278 374 470 554 650 746
Strategy 4 114 223 343 458 581 698 820 936
Strategy 5 [110,122] [223,243] [341,370] [458,488] [575,614] [693,732] [814,848] [924,969]
Strategy 6 [84,96] [168,199] [264,295] [344,397] [445,492] [533,590] [631,686] [726,769]
Strategy 7 [85,110] [176,206] [267,303] [366,406] [453,515] [540,604] [642,704] [740,807]
J̄
Strategy 1 [0.23,0.80] [0.31,0.70] [0.34,0.65] [0.33,0.59] [0.39,0.65] [0.39,0.59] [0.37,0.59] [0.36,0.57]
Strategy 2 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.37
Strategy 3 0.34 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.37 0.37 0.37
Strategy 4 0.46 0.45 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.47 0.47
Strategy 5 [0.44,0.49] [0.44,0.49] [0.45,0.49] [0.46,0.49] [0.46,0.49] [0.46,0.48] [0.46,0.48] [0.46,0.48]
Strategy 6 [0.34,0.38] [0.34,0.40] [0.35,0.39] [0.34,0.40] [0.36,0.39] [0.36,0.39] [0.36,0.39] [0.36,0.38]
Strategy 7 [0.34,0.44] [0.35,0.41] [0.36,0.40] [0.37,0.41] [0.36,0.41] [0.36,0.40] [0.37,0.40] [0.37,0.40]
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CHAPTER VIII
DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION FOR MULTI-AGENT
SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
As depicted in the beginning of this thesis, the overall performance of an MAS depends on
both the control strategies used by the agents and the design variables of the agents. Until
now, the control module of the proposed methodology is presented by introducing effective
decentralized control strategies for persistent MAS surveillance. This chapter elaborates
the design module of the proposed methodology, whose goal is to conduct a design space
exploration for multi-UAV surveillance systems. In the design module, the foundation of
the proposed steps are based on the design of experiments, thus the next section presents
some preliminaries about this topic. Then, the following sections describe the steps of the
design module and show some results for various case studies.
8.1 Design of Experiments Preliminaries
In design, experiments are performed to investigate the characteristics of a system (e.g.
[16, 112]). The characteristics, also known as responses, are the results observed from the
experiments, and they depend on the controllable and uncontrollable variables. The con-
trollable variables also refer to the design variables of the system, whereas the uncontrol-
lable variables are anything other than the design variables. The experiments are pursued
to appropriately analyze the responses according to the objectives of the experiments. For
instance, some objectives for the experiments can be as follows (e.g. [84], [93]):
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• Determining which design variables are most influential on the response,
• Determining where to set the influential design variables so that the response is al-
most always near the desired nominal value,
• Determining where to set the influential design variables so that the variability in the
response is small,
• Determining where to set the influential design variables so that the effects of the
uncontrollable variables are minimized.
Well-designed experiments are important because the results and conclusions drawn
from the experiments mostly depend on the manner in which the data was collected. Hence,
a framework is introduced for experimental planning as Design of Experiments (DOE)
(e.g. [12, 50]). Some major steps of DOE are
1. Determining the experimental objectives such as screening, optimization, or robust-
ness test,
2. Defining the controllable (i.e. design) or uncontrollable variables that have a potential
effect on the system,
3. Specifying the responses that are the outputs of the system, which will be observed
from the experiments,
4. Generating the experimental design (e.g. full factorial design for screening purpose,
fractional factorial design for screening or robustness test purposes, or composite
designs for optimization purpose).
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8.2 Proposed Steps of the Design Module
In this section, the steps of the design module shown in Figure 45 are elaborated. Note
that the inputs to the design module are the mission specifications and the agent strategies
coming from the control module, while the output of the design module is the influential
design variables and effective design-control pairs influencing the mission performance.
Here, the design variables of an agent refer to the vehicle capabilities such as velocity,
endurance, communication range, or several others. Whereas a control strategy is a set
of rules that guide agents to achieve efficient persistent surveillance. In order to provide
insight into the effects of the design variables and the control strategies on the mission
performance, one way is to perform DOE with Monte Carlo simulations. Accordingly, the
steps of the design module are as follows.
8.2.1 Step 1: Select a set of design variables and responses
In order to perform a design space exploration, first a set of potentially influential design
variables and responses in interest need to be selected. Here, a response corresponds to an
operational outcome with respect to a particular set of design variables. In general, there is
not a systematic approach for the selection of these variables. Thus, it is a subjective step
such that the selected variables are based on the decision-maker’s preferences.
8.2.2 Step 2: Create the DOE cases
After the selection of the design variables, the next step is identifying the size of the design
space. Note that the dimension of the design space is equal to the number of selected design
variables, for which a finite range is selected for to conduct design space exploration. In
general, the ranges are determined with respect to a baseline configuration. Accordingly,
the design variables of the baseline are varied by +x% and −y% to create a design space
around them. Note that high values of x and y result in a large design space to explore,
which may potentially cause the experimented designs become completely different than
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the baseline design. In such cases, if particular assumptions for the baseline are made in
the simulations, then these assumptions may not be valid for the experimented cases and
the simulation results may not capture the actual performance.
After determining the ranges for the design variables, the next step is to generate the
experimental design cases withing the selected ranges. There are various options for the
generation of the experimental design cases such as full factorial design for screening pur-
pose, fractional factorial design for screening or robustness test purposes, or composite
designs for optimization purpose.
8.2.3 Step 3: Replicate the DOE cases for candidate control strategies
The design space exploration proposed in this thesis is different than the existing studies
by taking into account multiple control strategies instead of a single strategy. Thus, ex-
perimental design cases are replicated for each control strategy developed in the control
module.
8.2.4 Step 4: Conduct Monte Carlo simulations
After determining the experiment cases, the next step is performing simulations to evalu-
ate the performance of each case. Since a control strategy may potentially contain some
randomness in selecting agent actions and there might exist some uncertainty in the de-
sign variables of the agents, the response, i.e. output, of each experiment case is a random
variable Thus, the response of each experiment is considered as a sample from the actual
response distribution. As a result, repeated simulations are performed to demonstrate the
expected performance of each experiment case.
8.2.5 Step 5: Visualize the results
The simulation results are evaluated through various visualization techniques to depict con-
clusions about influential design variables or effective design-control pairs. At the end of
Step 5, if insufficient conclusions are depicted, then a modification might require for the
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design variables and the control strategies (i.e. the dashed arrows in Figure 45 feed back the
control module and the first step of the design module). Otherwise, the conclusions support

































Figure 45: Zooming in the design module of the proposed methodology
8.3 Implementation of the Design Module
In the preceding sections, the goals and the details of the design and the control modules
have been presented. In this section, the overall methodology is applied to the multi-UAV
persistent surveillance problem introduced in Chapter 4. Throughout this section, the sce-




Recently, there is a huge interest in using UAVs for maritime surveillance (e.g. [90]), nat-
ural hazard search (e.g. [109]), biological or chemical detection (e.g. [10]), to name a few.
In this thesis, a surveillance scenario is used to demonstrate the steps of the design module.
The surveillance area is assumed as a square region with a size of 20 km×20 km. This area
contains a base and some monitoring regions as illustrated in Figure 46. In this scenario, a
monitoring region may represent an urban zone with high population or the coordinate of a
valuable immobile asset. On the other hand, the base is the ground station that aims to col-







Figure 46: A canonical surveillance scenario including a base and some monitoring re-
gions.
In this scenario, there are various options to increase situational awareness. For in-
stance, a few high technology UAVs (e.g. Global Hawk) can operate on the surveillance
area. Such large and complex UAVs have long endurance, high velocity, and good sen-
sor capabilities. However, they are expensive so that it is not economically viable to
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use a bunch of them. Alternatively, another option is using low technology UAVs (e.g.
Raven RQ-11), which may have short endurance, low velocity, and less sensor capabilities.
Nonetheless, it becomes feasible to use a large group of them due to being cheap. The
scenario considered in this thesis contains a group of small UAVs such as Raven RQ-11 to
perform persistent surveillance on the desire region.
8.3.1.1 Specifications of AeroVironment Raven RQ-11
The Raven RQ-11 is a light-weight small UAV that is designed by AeroVironment for rapid
deployment and high mobility for both military and commercial applications requiring low-
altitude reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition [2]. The Raven does not require
a runway to take-off. It is a hand-launched system. It can be used manually or programmed
for autonomous operations. A major feature of the Raven is to be capable of delivering real
time situational awareness. A picture of the Raven RQ-11B is displayed in Figure 47, and
its specifications are illustrated in Table 5.
Figure 47: Raven RQ-11B [1]
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Table 5: The specifications of a Raven RQ-11B [2, 89]
Speed 32−81 km/h
Endurance 60−90 minutes
Maximum communication range 10 km
Operating altitude 30−152 m
Wing span 1.4 m
Length 0.9 m
Weight 1.9 kg
Cost $34000 (in FY2012)
8.3.2 Modeling a Multi-UAV System
In this study, each agent and the base represent an individual entity. Thus a proper technique
to model the overall system by considering the capabilities and the behaviors is the agent-
based modeling. As such, the base corresponds to an immobile agent that is responsible
to track the ages of the monitoring points (note that age is the time duration the base has
not received any information from a particular point). Each UAV corresponds to a mobile
agent that visits the monitoring points to send information back to the base. Throughout
the section, agent is referred to a UAV, and the base is denoted by its individual name.
In the case study, the surveillance mission contains one base, n number of monitoring
zones, and m number of identical UAVs. Let each UAV have a discrete dynamics with
two degrees of freedom. Moreover, each UAV has two flight phases such as cruise to
travel from one point to another and loiter to monitor a particular zone. Accordingly, the
modeling assumptions of the overall system are listed as follows:
- Each agent can send information back to the base directly or indirectly. Direct com-
munication implies that the distance between the agent and the base is less than the
agent’s communication range. Indirect communication implies that an agent sends
information back to the base as long as it is connected to the base through some other
agents. Accordingly, agents forward messages (containing monitoring information)
among them.
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- The base has a dashboard that counts the ages of the monitoring zones at each time
step. Accordingly, whenever an agent returns to the base for energy replenish, the
base assigns a target zone to the UAV according to the greedy assignment strategy
presented in Chapter 7.
- During the mission, each agent sends information back to the base to minimize the
age of the monitoring zone. Moreover, it tracks its individual states (e.g. remaining
energy) to take a return action for energy replenish. If an agent leaves the surveillance
area, it can also initiate a sequence of replacements to maintain the connectivity of the
communication network according to the constrained δ -MPS presented in Chapter 6.
Consequently, any agent takes an individual action to stay at/leave/relocate on the
surveillance area. The base does not guide agents for their actions.
- Each agent represents a notional Raven RQ-11B, which is a battery-powered aircraft.
When an agent returns to the base for energy replenish, it swaps batteries (instead of
recharging) to quickly return to the surveillance area. Accordingly, it is assumed that
the base has enough resources to perform battery swaps whenever an agent returns
to the base.
- Each agent cruises at a high velocity and loiters at a lower velocity. Therefore, the
power required varies in cruise and loiter modes, which creates a variation in the
energy consumption.
- In addition to the variability in energy consumption for cruise and loiter, some stochas-
tic effects are also taken into account. Here, a stochastic effect can be due to the
possible altitude variations, which may possibly influence the power required due to
the air density change. Moreover, some uncertainty can also exist in the propulsion
system, which may cause some slight changes in the energy consumption. Hence,
the energy consumption is modeled as
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f (t +1) = f (t)−g(∆ fcruise,∆ floiter)+w, (27)
where f (t) is the remaining energy at time t, g(∆ fcruise,∆ floiter) denotes the energy
consumption in cruise or loiter, and w is a random variable uniformly picked from
the range of (−0.1∆ fcruise,0.1∆ fcruise)
8.3.3 Demonstrating the Steps of the Design Module
Based on the depicted scenario and the modeled multi-UAV system, the proposed steps of
the design module are implemented as follows:
Step 1: The persistent surveillance problem addressed in this thesis is a complex prob-
lem involving a large number of variables affecting the overall performance. In the case
study, five major design variables are initially selected. The first design variable is se-
lected as the maximum velocity of a UAV, which directly affects the time required to travel
from one point to another on a surveillance area. The second design variable is chosen as
the endurance of a UAV because it determines the overall flight time without any energy
replenish. The third variable is selected as the radius of communication, which greatly im-
pacts the topology of the overall communication network. Accordingly, an increase in the
radius of communication improves the connectivity of the network topology so the return
of a UAV to the base likely causes a disconnection.
This thesis addresses the persistent multi-UAV surveillance problem, where the objec-
tive is to maximize the situational awareness. In Chapter 1, it has been presented that
maximizing situational awareness is equivalent to minimize the objective function in (7),
which is the summation of the node ages along the mission horizon. Note that J is an in-
creasing function with respect to time. In order to provide am more generalized conclusion,
the response of the experimented cases is selected as the time normalized of J, which par-
ticularly represents the average degradation in situational awareness during the mission.
Consequently, the case study contains only one response, which is J̄.
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Step 2: The specifications of the Raven RQ-11 are illustrated in Table 5. Based on these
values, the ranges of the design variables in the DOE study are selected as in Table 6. The
velocity and endurance ranges are chosen according to the capabilities of the current Raven.
Due to the potential improvements in the communication technologies, the maximum value
of the communication range is assumed a bit higher than the current capability.
Table 6: The ranges of the design variables of a notional Raven RQ-11B for the DOE study
Vmax Velocity 0.83−1.33 (50−80) km/min (km/h)
E Endurance 60−90 minutes
Rcomm Maximum communication range 8-12 km
After determining the ranges, the next step is to choose the experiment cases. In this
study, it is desired to explore the overall space within the determined ranges, so a latin-
hyper cube design is used to generate the DOE cases.
Step 3: In this thesis, the control module has developed four decentralized strategies for
persistent multi-agent surveillance as the Strategies 4, 5, 6, and 7 introduced and tested
in Chapter 7. Note that Strategy 4 includes the greedy node assignment strategy, a de-
terministic return policy, and no relocation policy. Strategy 5 differs from Strategy 4 by
using a randomized return policy instead of the deterministic one. Strategy 6 comprises the
greedy node assignment strategy, a deterministic return policy, and the constrained 1-MPS
as a relocation policy. Finally, Strategy 7 differs from Strategy 6 by using a randomized
return policy instead of the deterministic one. In order to be descriptive in the plots of the
experimental results, the strategies considered in this chapter will be denoted as follows:
• DetnoReplace: Strategy 4
• RandnoReplace: Strategy 5
• DetReplace: Strategy 6
• RandReplace: Strategy 7
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Accordingly, the DOE cases generated in the step 3 are replicated four times for the
developed control strategies.
Steps 4 & 5: A MATLAB script is written to perform the Monte Carlo simulations. Ac-
cordingly, the design space exploration contains four set of DOE study based on the preced-
ing assumptions. The simulation results are displayed by some scatter and contour plots,
which will be elaborated on the next section.
8.4 Results
This section presents the results of two experiments. The first experiment considers a sce-
nario that contains n UAVs and n monitoring zones. The second experiment considers a
more generalized scenario that contains n UAVs and m monitoring zones for n < m. The
objectives of the experiments are to demonstrate the proposed steps of the design module,
to investigate the influential design variables and the control strategies on the mission per-
formance, and to explore the interdependency between the design variables and the control
strategies.
8.4.1 Experiment 1: Persistent Surveillance with n UAVs monitoring n Zones
In the first experiment, the scenario contains 1 base, 6 UAVs, and 6 monitoring zones.
Based on Table 6, the changes in the communication ranges generate different communi-
cation topologies. For instance, if all UAVs are on the surveillance area and each one has
the minimum or the maximum communication ranges (i.e. 8 or 12 km), then the communi-
cation networks are shown in Figures 48a or 48b, respectively.
As mentioned before, each UAV is represented by three design variables, i.e. velocity,
endurance, communication range. In the first experiment, the DOE size is selected 300
(implying that 300 cases are generated through a latin-hyper cube design). Each case in the
DOE is repeated 20 times, and each repetition is executed for 3000 time steps (i.e. mission
horizon). In this experiment, one time step in the simulations corresponds to two minutes
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of a UAV operation. Thus, the simulations represent a persistent mission performed for
4 days. As depicted before, all cases in the DOE are executed under 4 different control
strategies (i.e. DetnoReplace, RandnoReplace, DetReplace,RandReplace). To this end, a
MATLAB script was written to conduct the Monte Carlo simulations. For an individual
control strategy, each experiment case, which runs for 3000 time steps and repeated 20












(b) Communication network with max Rcomm
Figure 48: Changes in the communication network for various Rcomm in the Experiment 1.
8.4.1.1 Influential Design Variables
Based on the presented DOE study, this section discusses the influential design variables
and control strategies on the system response (i.e. J̄ refers to the average degradation
in situational awareness). After performing the Monte Carlo simulations, the results are
presented by some scatter plots as in Figures 50, 51, 52, and 53. A scatter plot matrix
consists of multiple scatter plots, each of which contains all the experimented DOE cases.
Note that a DOE case corresponds to some particular values of the selected design variables
as illustrated by the highlighted point in Figure 49.
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One of 300 DOE cases
Max velocity = 53.73 km/h
Endurance = 50 min
Comm. Range = 8 km
Control Strategy = RandReplace
Figure 49: Zooming in a box in a scatter plot matrix.
In Figure 50, the y-axis of each scatter plot displays the objective function, which is the
average degradation in situational awareness (J̄). In other words, it refers to the average
age observed in a monitoring zone during the mission, and its unit is in minutes. Accord-
ingly, minimizing the objective function is desired because small values of J̄ imply that the
monitoring zones do not become unoccupied for long periods of time. The distribution of
the points in each plot illustrates the influence of the corresponding design variable and the
control strategy on J̄. For instance, the scatter plots corresponding to Vmax in Figure 50
show that the maximum velocity has a significant effect on the objective function because
its increase greatly reduces J̄ for all the control strategies. On the other hand, the increased
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Scatterplot Matrix for average Degradation in Situational Awareness (J_bar)
Figure 50: The scatter plot matrix displaying the objective function (J̄) with respect to three
design variables and four control strategies used in Experiment 1.
Suppose that there are some constraints for the maximum values of the communication
range and the endurance as 10 km and 70 minutes, respectively. These constraints are
displayed in Figure 51 as vertical lines to the corresponding boxes. Let a desired value for
J̄ not exceed 15 minutes, which is shown as the horizontal lines in Figure 51. Based on
these constraints and the objective function’s upper limit, the design points are filtered. The
results indicate that high values of velocity become crucial to satisfy low values of J̄ with
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the assumed constraints in endurance and communication range. This result can be seen
by the highlighted points in Figure 51. Accordingly, the results in Figure 51 support that
the velocity of a UAV is a significant design variable on the mission performance, and its
higher values are favorable to minimize the objective function.
Figure 51: Highlighted points represent short endurance and short comm. range UAVs,
which can obtain small values for the objective function (J̄) by increasing velocity.
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Assume that an upper bound for the objective function is chosen as 15 minutes, and
Figure 52 illustrates the filtered points satisfying J̄ ≤ 15 according to DetReplace and Ran-
dReplace (control strategies using the replacement policy). The results show that some
particular design cases fail the mission by using DetnoReplace and RandnoReplace (il-
lustrated by the highlighted points above the constraint line). On the contrary, the same
particular design cases accomplish the mission by executing DetReplace or RandReplace.
A failed design case
due to using no re-
placement policy.
Figure 52: The highlighted points accomplish the mission by using the control strategies
including the replacement policy.
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The final scatter plot for the Experiment 1 is illustrated in Figure 53, where a desired
value for J̄ is set to 15 minutes. The design cases corresponding to Vmax ≤ 65 km/h with a
close value of J̄, i.e. the highlighted points, accomplish the mission by using DetReplace or
RandReplace. On the contrary, the same design cases likely fail if DetnoReplace or Rand-
noReplace are utilized. Hence, the results support that selecting design variables based on a
specific control strategy may result in poor performance under a different control strategy.
A failed design case
due to using no re-
placement policy.
Figure 53: For the highlighted designs, using DetnoReplace and RandnoReplace likely
violates the constraints whereas DetReplace and RandReplace do not cause a violation.
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8.4.1.2 Influence of the Control Strategies on the Mission Performance
In this section, the influence of the control strategies on the mission perofrmance are dis-
cussed via some contour plots in Figures 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, and 59. In these figures, the
objective function J̄ is displayed by various filled colored contours with respect to a pair
of design variables on the x- and y-axises. In all of the figures, the black regions represent
the high values of J̄ whereas the white regions indicate the low values. For instance, the
color patterns in Figure 54 indicate the performance variation with respect to the maximum





































































































Figure 54: Contour plots for the objective function J̄ with respect to the maximum velocity
and endurance in Experiment 1.
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The results in Figure 55 show that the design cases having lower values of velocity
and shorter endurance most likely perform poor (indicated by the dark regions in the high-
lighted circle). The same figure also shows that utilizing replacement policy (as in DetRe-
place and RandReplace) significantly reduces the dark patterns, which result in significant
performance improvement. Moreover, when the highlighted circles in Figures 55a and 55b
are compared with each other, it is observed that the randomized return policy causes a




Figure 55: Low velocity and short endurance cause poor performance (high values of J̄) in
Experiment 1.
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Finally, the results in Figure 56 show that high values of velocity and long endurance
are desirable to obtain low values of J̄ in almost all control strategies. Like the previ-
ous case, utilizing the replacement policy (in DetReplace and RandReplace) improves the
performance as seen by the disappearance of gray regions in the highlighted circles.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 56: The performance improvement via utilizing the replacement policy as seen by
the gray region disappearance in the highlighted circles.
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The next set of contour plots in Figures 57, 58, and 59 demonstrate on the performance
variation with respect to the maximum velocity and the communication range. Like the
previous plots, the dark regions indicate high values of objective function whereas the

















































































































Figure 57: Contour plots for the objective function J̄ with respect to the maximum velocity
and the communication range in Experiment 1.
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The results in Figure 58 show that the design cases having low velocity and short com-
munication range perform poor as seen by the majority of the dark regions in the high-
lighted area. An interesting result is the significant impact of low velocity on the mission
performance. Accordingly, if the design cases have very low velocity (around 50 km/h),
the objective function almost always has a high value regardless of the communication
range. Furthermore, the design cases utilizing the replacement policy result in improved
performance as seen from the reduction of dark patterns in Figures 58c and 58d.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 58: Low velocity causes poor performance independent to the changes in the com-
munication range in Experiment 1.
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Finally, the results in Figure 59 indicate that utilizing the replacement policy reduces
the sensitivity of the performance to the changes in the communication range. For instance,
consider a design case having velocity around 65−70 km/h. Even though the communica-
tion range is very low (close to 8−8.5 km), the design cases using the replacement policy
likely result in a desired performance (J̄ ≤ 15min). On the other hand, for the same design
cases, it is likely to obtain a poorer performance as seen from the presence of gray regions
in the highlighted area in Figures 59a and 59b.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 59: Reducing the sensitivity of the objective function (J̄) to the changes in the
communication range by using the replacement policy.
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Results of the Experiment 1: For a surveillance scenario including n number of UAVs
and n number of monitoring zones, the following observations are obtained:
• The most influential design variables are the maximum velocity and the endurance.
• High velocity and long endurance vehicles are observed efficient in the considered
scenario.
• The radius of communication has an effect on the overall performance such that its
higher values improve the mission performance.
• The strategies using the replacement policy greatly impact the resulting performance
of the multi-UAV group, whereas the strategies using the randomized return policy
do not exhibit a significant performance change.
8.4.2 Experiment 2: Persistent Surveillance with n UAVs monitoring m Zones
The second experiment differs from the first experiment by assuming a different surveil-
lance scenario, where the number of UAVs is less than the number of monitoring zones.
In particular, the case study contains 3 UAVs and 4 monitoring zones. As such, there ex-
ist 64 possible configurations the UAVs can monitor the regions. However, some of these
possible configurations may lead to disconnection from the base. Hence, some feasible
configurations with connected communication network are illustrated in Figure 60.
The results of the previous experiment show that the replacement strategy has a signif-
icant effect on improving the mission performance. Moreover, the same results indicate
that the randomized return policy has not presented a positive effect on the mission perfor-
mance. Actually, it has caused a slight performance loss as seen from 55b, which has more
dark regions than Figure 55a. Note that the scenario considered in the first experiment was




















Figure 60: Some feasible connected communication networks while 3 UAVs are monitor-
ing 4 monitoring zones.
Based on the conclusions from the Experiment 1, two control strategies (DetReplace
and RandReplace) are tested in the second experiment. The results indicate a positive ef-
fect of the randomized return policy on the performance as opposed to the first experiment.
For instance, the contour plot in Figure 61 shows that utilizing the randomized policy sig-
nificantly reduces the value of the objective function (J̄). This can be seen by comparing the
dark regions in Figure 61a and the removal of dark regions from the left half of Figure 61b.
Furthermore, high velocity and low fuel capacity vehicles perform better to reduce J̄. This










Reduced dark area indicates significantly lower
values of J̄ .
(b)
Figure 61: Contour plots of J̄ with respect to the maximum velocity and endurance for
Experiment 2.
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The scatter plots of the Experiment 2 are displayed in Figures 62 and 63. As seen from
Figure 62, the design cases using DetReplace distribute to the overall region whereas the
same cases using RandReplace are more cluttered around the low values of J̄. In particular,









Figure 62: The scatter plot matrix displaying the objective function (J̄) with respect to three
design variables and 2 control strategies used in Experiment 2.
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In Figure 63, an interesting result is observed as the robustness of short endurance low
velocity vehicles if they use the randomized return policy. Let a desired limit for J̄ be set
to 30 minutes, which is shown as the horizontal line in in Figure 63. In this figure, the
highlighted points represent the design cases having low velocity and short endurance. As
it is seen, if the UAVs corresponding to these highlighted points use the randomized return
policy, J̄ does not deviate from the limit line greatly (covered by small dashed rectangles).
On the other hand, if the same UAVs use the deterministic return policy, then a great devi-
ation is observed such that a portion of the highlighted points locate above the constraint
line (covered by large dashed rectangles).
Figure 63: Using the randomized policy in Experiment 2 mitigates the effect of low velocity
on the mission performance.
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Results of the Experiment 2: For a surveillance scenario including n number of UAVs
and m number of monitoring zones, where n < m, the following observations are obtained:
• The most influential design variables are observed as the maximum velocity and the
endurance.
• High velocity short endurance vehicles are favorable to reduce the objective function
J̄ in the scenarios containing UAVs less than the number of monitoring zones.
• The randomized return policy greatly impacts the overall performance as oppose to
the results of the Experiment 1, where a slight performance loss has been observed
with the randomized return policy.
8.5 Revisiting the Hypothesis 1
In this section, the primary hypothesis of this thesis is revisited, and it is supported by the
experimental results. As a reminder, Hypothesis 1 was formulated in Chapter 3 as:
For a desired mission performance, the selection of the design variables changes with
different control strategies due to the effect of the interdependency between the design
variables and the control strategies.
The results driven from the performed experiments indicate that the control strategies have
a significant impact on the trends between the design variables and the mission perfor-
mance. Based on the experiment results, one distinct interdependency is observed between
the randomized return policy and the number of vehicles. Accordingly, if the number of
vehicles is less than the number of monitoring zones, then the randomized policy signifi-
cantly improves the overall performance. Otherwise, it degrades the situational awareness.
This result is mainly caused by the dramatic increase in the ages of some particular mon-
itoring zones due to being unoccupied for a long time if the vehicle has long endurance.
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Accordingly, if a scenario includes more monitoring zones then the number of UAVs, then
frequent returns to the base (due to the randomized policy) results in new assignments to
the UAVs to monitor the high age zones.
Another conclusion driven from the experiments is that high velocity short endurance
vehicles using the randomized return policy are favorable in missions containing more
monitoring zones than the number of vehicles. As such, these vehicles quickly travel be-
tween the base and the surveillance area, and they are subjected to more zone assignments
due to the frequent returns to the base. On the other hand, high velocity long endurance
vehicles using the deterministic return policy become more effective in missions containing
equal number of monitoring zones and vehicles. Finally, the results indicate that utilizing
the replacement policy reduces the need to use vehicles with high radius of communica-
tion. In other words, each UAV does not require direct communication with the base if
the connectivity maintenance is ensured during a mission. Consequently, the results of the
experiments support that the selection of the design variables varies if the interdependency
between the design variables and the control strategies are considered.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis addresses the consideration of the control strategies in the early design stages
of multi-agent surveillance systems. It was presented that the performance of a multi-agent
system (MAS) is greatly influenced by the physical design of the agents and the control
strategies utilized by the agents. For any given system, the physical design determines the
capabilities of each agent. On the other hand, the control strategies are developed to achieve
a task with the given capabilities. In the early design stages, the MAS capabilities are often
not certain. The first research question motivating this thesis was stated as follows:
Research Question 1: Can a control strategy influence the selection of the physical design
variables to result in a desired MAS performance?
In response to the first research question, the first hypothesis was formulated as follows:
Hypothesis 1: For a desired mission performance, the selection of the design variables
changes with different control strategies due to the effect of the interdependency between
the design variables and the control strategies.
The verification of the hypothesis was conducted by generating a set of control strate-
gies for efficient multi-agent surveillance and investigating their effects on the mission per-
formance through Monte Carlo simulations. Due to the potential interdependency between
the design variables and the control strategies of agents, the second research question dealt
with the exploration of such interdependency.
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Research Question 2: How is it possible to explore the interdependency between the con-
trol strategies and the design variables of an MAS at early design stages?
The second research question was addressed by the development of a methodology that
takes into account a set of control strategies in the design space exploration. The exper-
iment results showed that there exist some interdependency between the design variables
and the control strategies, which can be successfully explored by the proposed methodol-
ogy and potentially influence the design decisions. The proposed methodology and other
contributions of the thesis are summarized in the next section. Then, this chapter ends with
presenting the possible directions for future research.
9.1 Contributions of the Thesis
This thesis proposes a methodology that aids the early design of a multi-agent system by
considering the effect of interdependency between the design variables and the control
strategies on the mission performance. The proposed methodology comprises two major
modules pertaining to the control and the design of agents. In the control module, a set of
candidate control strategies (preferably decentralized) is generated. In the design module,
the influential design variables are identified for each candidate strategy through a design
space exploration. Accordingly, the methodology specifies the effective design-control
pairs that can potentially provide a desired performance. This information can be utilized
in requirement analysis as well as in the later design stages to optimize the overall system
through some high fidelity analyses.
In this thesis, the proposed methodology is applied to a persistent multi-UAV surveil-
lance problem. In this problem, there exists a base and a group of UAVs, each of which has
limited energy and limited communication capability. The objective of the problem is to
increase the situational awareness of the base through the flow of instantaneous monitoring
information from the group of autonomous UAVs. To achieve this objective, this thesis
studies both the physical capabilities and the decision mechanism of the UAVs for efficient
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operations in the surveillance area.
In long-run missions, each agent (e.g. a UAV) needs to return to the base for refueling
at a frequency depending on its endurance. When an agent leaves the surveillance area,
the information flow from the remaining agents to the base can be degraded. Note that the
network connectivity is essential for the base to receive instantaneous information from the
agents having limited communication ranges. In order to avoid a disconnection, this thesis
proposes a decentralized connectivity maintenance strategy, the Message Passing Strategy
(MPS), which can be applicable to any initially connected network. The proposed strategy
is based on a sequence of replacements initiated by the agent leaving the surveillance area.
Moreover, some variants of the MPS are introduced to increase the overall performance and
the applicability to surveillance missions. In particular, the constrained δ -MPS is proposed
as an efficient decentralized strategy that can be applicable to multi-agent surveillance mis-
sions. It is theoretically shown that the proposed strategy, i.e. the constrained δ -MPS, en-
sures the connectivity maintenance with the base in the face of an arbitrary agent removal.
Moreover, the theoretical results are demonstrated via some simulations.
In a persistent surveillance mission, refueling is necessary to avoid unsafe states (e.g.
running out of fuel). However, the absence of a refueling agent causes a degradation in
the surveillance performance. As such, energy-aware strategies are desirable for efficient
surveillance. To achieve this, one important issue is the decision for when an agent needs
to return to base. In this thesis, deterministic and randomized return policies are studied.
In the deterministic policy, each agent returns to the base whenever its remaining fuel (or
energy) reaches a critical threshold (e.g. the minimum amount of fuel required to return
to the base). In the randomized policy, each agent may return to the base with a small
probability even though its remaining fuel (or energy) has not reached a critical threshold.
Furthermore, whenever an agent leaves the surveillance area, the remaining agents may
need relocation to mitigate the impact of its absence. In this thesis, the proposed connectiv-
ity maintenance strategies are used for such relocation. Accordingly, a set of decentralized
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energy-aware surveillance strategies are proposed by combining a relocation and a return
policy. In order to test the performance of the proposed strategies, a benchmark solution is
obtained by using approximate dynamic programming. Some simulations are performed to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed decentralized strategies by comparing them
with the benchmark solution. The results indicate that a combination of the constrained δ -
MPS with one of the proposed return policies exhibit a performance close to the benchmark
solution.
Finally, this thesis presents a design space exploration for a group of multi-UAVs by
taking into account both the physical variables and the control strategies. To this end, a
design-of-experiments study with Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to investigate the
interdependency between the design variables and the control strategies. For instance, the
results of the case study indicate the following design-control pairs: the maximum velocity
and the maximum fuel capacity have a significant effect on the multi-UAV surveillance
performance. If the number of UAVs is equal to the number of the monitoring points,
high velocity and long endurance vehicles are desirable. Utilizing the constrained δ -MPS
reduces the need for high radius of communication. Moreover, using the randomized return
policy results in a slight performance loss. On the other hand, if the number of UAVs is
less than the number of monitoring points, then high velocity short endurance vehicles
become more favorable. Moreover, utilizing a randomized return policy greatly improves
the surveillance performance. Consequently, the overall results driven from the design
space exploration show that the control strategies affect the influence of the design variables
(i.e. physical characteristics) on the mission performance. Hence, investigating the possible
interdependency between the design variables and the control strategies enables a more
efficient multi-agent system design.
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9.2 Directions for Future Research
The persistent multi-agent surveillance problem studied in this thesis provides various av-
enues for future research. From design perspective, exploring a larger design space will
help to design UAVs with better surveillance performance. Note that this thesis has inves-
tigated only three design variables, namely the maximum velocity, the endurance, and the
communication range. As a future extension, the design variables pertaining to aerody-
namic characteristics and propulsion performance can be incorporated in the design space
exploration. As such, a high dimensional design space can be explored to depict more
generalized results. Nonetheless, in the presence of a high dimensional design space, an
additional step needs to be developed in the design module for the prioritization and ranking
of the influential design variables.
From control perspective, developing close to optimal control strategies will result in
more efficient agents. This thesis has developed a connectivity maintenance strategy that
can deal with a single agent removal from the system, i.e. equivalent to assume a sin-
gle UAV leave for refueling. However, it is possible to observe multiple UAV returns to
the base in a surveillance mission. As such, one possible research path is to extend the
proposed strategy for dealing with simultaneous agent removals. Furthermore, the com-
bination of replacement and randomized return policies has been proposed as an effective
decentralized strategy for long-run surveillance missions. Note that the randomized return
policy is a perturbation of the deterministic return policy with a constant probability to
return. As a future extension, the probability to return can be designed such that some
characterization of the limiting behavior of an MAS can be obtained analytically. Finally,
in the proposed energy-aware surveillance strategies, an agent is assigned to a new location
only when it returns to the base for refueling. Such an approach reduces the responsibility
of a central authority with a compromise of degraded performance. In order to obtain bet-
ter surveillance performance, the proposed strategy may be improved by allowing for the
reassignment of the agents even when they are in the surveillance area.
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